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ABSTRACT
Wulandari, Brigitta Astri. (2018). Figurative Language in Rodes Fishburne’s
Going to See the Elephant. Yogyakarta: English Language Education Study
Program, Sanata Dharma University.
Novel is one of the forms of communication between a writer and the
readers. To make the communication more interesting, writers use figurative
expressions. Figurative language can give colors to the usage of language in the
novel and make the story more alive. It is also able to attract the readers’ attention
because they are challenged to interpret the indirect meaning of the figurative
expressions found in the novel to understand the whole story.
This research deals with figurative language. It aims to answer two research
questions. The first research question is what types of figurative language features
are found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant? The second research
question is what are the discourse goals of the usage of figurative language features?
This research is a descriptive qualitative research. Document or content
analysis was applied as the method to analyze the data. The researcher used three
approaches of qualitative content analysis namely conventional, directed, and
summative to classify the figurative language types and interpret the meaning which
helped to analyze the discourse goals of the usage of figurative language features.
This research employed theories proposed by Davis (2016) and Lakoff and Johnson
(2003) on types of figurative language and Roberts and Kreuz (1994) on discourse
goal taxonomy. The data were analyzed based on the grammatical units namely
word level, phrase level, clause level, and sentence level.
Based on the findings, there are 10 types of figurative language features in
the novel namely irony, hyperbole, meiosis, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche,
metaphor, simile, idiom, and personification. Nineteen discourse goals found in the
figurative expressions in the novel are to be conventional, to be unconventional, to
be eloquent, to be humorous, to protect the self, to compare similarities, to contrast
differences, to emphasize, to deemphasize, to add interest, to provoke thought, to
differentiate groups, to clarify, to be polite, to get attention, to show positive
emotion, to show negative emotion, to guide another’s actions, and to manage the
discourse. The figurative language is mostly found in sentence level and the most
dominant type of figurative language feature is simile. Figurative language is
frequently used to get attention and to guide another’s actions. Context has an
important role in the data analysis.
Keywords: figurative language, discourse goal taxonomy, novel
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ABSTRAK
Wulandari, Brigitta Astri. (2018). Figurative Language in Rodes Fishburne’s
Going to See the Elephant. Yogyakarta: Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris, Universitas
Sanata Dharma.
Novel merupakan salah satu bentuk komunikasi antara seorang penulis
dengan para pembaca. Supaya komunikasi menjadi lebih menarik, penulis
menggunakan ungkapan-ungkapan kiasan. Bahasa kiasan dapat memberikan warna
dalam penggunaan bahasa pada novel dan lebih menghidupkan cerita di dalam
novel tersebut. Bahasa kiasan juga dapat menarik perhatian pembaca karena mereka
akan merasa lebih tertantang untuk menginterpretasikan makna tidak langsung dari
ungkapan-ungkapan kiasan yang terdapat di dalam novel sehingga dapat lebih
memahami keseluruhan cerita dari novel tersebut.
Penelitian ini membahas mengenai bahasa kiasan. Tujuannya yaitu untuk
menjawab dua pertanyaan penelitian. Pertanyaan penelitian yang pertama yaitu tipe
bahasa kiasan apa saja yang terdapat di Going to See the Elephant karangan Rodes
Fishburne? Pertanyaan penelitian yang kedua yaitu apa saja tujuan diskursus dari
penggunaan fitur bahasa kiasan?
Penelitian ini merupakan deskriptif kualitatif. Analisis dokumen atau isi
diaplikasikan sebagai metode untuk menganalisis data. Peneliti menggunakan tiga
pendekatan dari analisis isi kualitatif yaitu konvensional, terarah, dan sumatif untuk
mengklasifikasikan tipe bahasa kiasan dan menginterpretasikan makna yang
membantu untuk menganalisa tujuan diskursus dari penggunaannya. Penelitian ini
menggunakan teori dari Davis (2016) dan Lakoff dan Johnson (2003) terkait tipetipenya dan Roberts dan Kreuz (1994) terkait taksonomi tujuan diskursus. Datadata dianalisis menurut satuan tata bahasanya yaitu tingkat kata, frasa, klausa, dan
kalimat.
Berdasarkan hasil temuan, ada 10 tipe ditemukan yaitu ironi, hiperbola,
meiosis, litotes, metonimia, sinekdok, metafora, simile, idiom, dan personifikasi.
Kemudian ada 19 tujuan diskursus ditemukan dalam ungkapan-ungkapan kiasan
yaitu untuk menjadi konvensional, tidak konvensional, fasih, jenaka, untuk
melindungi diri, membandingkan persamaan, mengontraskan perbedaan,
menekankan, tidak menekankan, menambah minat, mencetuskan pemikiran,
membedakan golongan, megklarifikasi, untuk menjadi sopan, untuk mendapatkan
perhatian, menunjukkan perasaan positif, menunjukkan perasaan negative,
memandu aksi lain, dan mengelola diskursus. Bahasa kiasan paling banyak
ditemukan di tingkat kalimat dan tipe yang paling dominan adalah simile. Bahasa
kiasan sering digunakan untuk mendapatkan perhatian dan memandu aksi lain.
Konteks memiliki peran yang sangat penting untuk menganalisa data.
Kata Kunci: figurative language, discourse goal taxonomy, novel
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The first chapter presents the introductory part of this research. It describes
the introduction of this research. It contains four sections namely research
background, research questions, significance of the study, and definition of terms.
These sections are the basis for conducting this research.

A. Research Background
Language is a communication system that has words and combinations of
words into sentences as the basis. It expresses tens of thousands of signs as the
combinations of form and meaning (Eifring & Theil, 2005). Human language has
changed, varied, and developed with the sociocultural evolution of growing human
communities. It provides the means for people to act based on their environment
and interact with each other to build a communication (Widdowson, 2003). John
Rupert Firth states “the ‘language behavior’ observed in the actual context of
situation may be regarded as a manifestation of the sets, which tune themselves
automatically to link selected input with appropriate output” (as cited in
Beaugrande, 1997, p. 196). In order to use the language successfully, the user needs
complex effort. Language acquisition is successful when the language users possess
sufficient understanding of it and are able to both produce and understand sentences

1
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in that particular language (Akmajian, Demers, Farmer & Harnish, 2001).
Successful use of the language leads to successful communication.
People as social beings always communicate. Watzlawick, Beavin, and
Jackson state that “one cannot not communicate” (as cited in Dimbleby & Burton,
2001, p. 1). One of communication forms is when people talk. It can be the most
comprehensive characteristic of human social interaction. When people interact
with others, we usually talk to them. People often talk to a particular person,
someone who will listen to us, or even to ourselves (Akmajian, Demers, Farmer &
Harnish, 2001). Communication is inextricable form of language as language
provides the means for people to communicate. It has the primary function to
deliver information and to transfer essential messages (Aitchison, 1982). People
usually communicate with each other in order to exchange knowledge, beliefs,
opinions, wishes, threats, commands, thanks, promises, feelings, and emotions
(Eifring & Theil, 2005).
There are two possibilities in communication whether it is failed or
successful. Successful communication according to the Inferential Model
Linguistic Communication, in this case in written language, is if the reader
recognizes the writer’s communicative intention. Linguistic communication works
because the writer and the reader share a system of inferential strategies leading
from the sentence and phrase of an expression to the reader’s familiarization of the
writer’s communicative purpose (Akmajian, Demers, Farmer & Harnish, 2001).
The researcher found an interesting ‘big umbrella’ term of linguistics named
pragmatics. It is a study of meaning that comes from context. Shortly, it can be
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defined as meaning in context. Pragmatics is different from semantics, but
pragmatic meaning is based on semantic or grammatical meaning. However, the
interpretation in pragmatics requires contextual aspects or ‘schematic’ knowledge
because context is a schematic construct that exists in the mind, not ‘out there’.
Context has an important role in pragmatics (Nyyssönen, 2001). Widdowson (2003)
states that “pragmatics possibilities are not signaled in the language itself. They
again have to be inferred from the context in which the utterance is made” (p. 63).
Semantics refers to literal meaning while pragmatics refers to nonliteral
meaning, depending on the context. The researcher suggests an example in Chinese,
bái mù in semantics means white eyes because bái in Chinese literally means white
and mù literally means eyes. Then, that phrase has a different meaning in
pragmatics. Bái mù in pragmatics means someone who is very naughty. People may
not mean what the words mean literally as Akmajian, Demers, Farmer and Harnish
(2001) suggest, “common cases of this are irony, sarcasm, and figurative uses of
language such a metaphor. Thus, a speaker who says Oh, that’s just great, in the
appropriate context, can be taken to mean the opposite of what the words mean” (p.
386). That phenomenon is called nonliteral communication. It is possible for people
to mean something different from what their words mean in communication.
Nonliteral communication happens when what someone means is not the same with
what the expression literally means.
Eifring and Theil (2005) state that “the meaning of a sentence is determined
by the meaning of the words (or other lexical units) and grammatical structures of
which it is composed” (p. 14). Sowa (1995) defines “the basic meaning is a section
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of the linguistic text or discourse that surrounds some word or phrase of interest”
(p. 85). Meaning can be derived from a nonlinguistic situation, environment,
domain, setting, background, or milieu that includes some entity, subject, or topic
interest. An exchange of meanings happens when people communicate. It is
expressed through ‘signs’ and ‘codes’. Thus, it requires people to read meaning into
all human actions (Dimbleby & Burton, 2001). In order to interpret pragmatic
meaning, the hearer or reader has to relate the linguistic elements of the code with
the schematic elements of the context properly (Widdowson, 2003).
In communication, expressions that convey nonliteral meaning usually exist
in figurative expressions. Expressions that are figurative do not refer to the most
basic or factual meaning of words, phrases, clauses, or sentences. It involves a
‘carrying across’ of meaning from one meaning to another. Figurative language has
many forms such as figurative expressions and proverbs. For example, expressions
such as to be at a crossroads and to shake like a leaf and the proverb birds of a
feather flock together that by nature they can only be understood metaphorically
(Lazar, 2003). Some types of figurative language are metaphor, metonymy, idiom,
simile, hyperbole, personification, onomatopoeia, irony, and rhetoric. Figurative
language is interpreted as connotative meaning. Connotation is an element of a sign.
It has suggestive meaning of the emotional and imaginative association surrounding
the words. Connotative meaning carries the various social overtones, cultural
implications, or emotional meanings associated with a sign. However, connotative
meaning of a word exists together with denotative meaning which is the ‘dictionary
definition’ (Bashforth, 2015).
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Language has major functions to deliver the messages in communication.
People usually say what they mean and mean what they say. However, to speak
plainly and directly say what the speakers mean are not simple. As the speakers use
the language, they do not only express a chain of sentences but also act it out such
as do something or ask others to do something. People have certain reasons to use
connotation instead of literal language. Here discourse goals play their roles in the
language use in its social context. They are the basis for performing and delivering
the meaning or the messages in communication and verbal interaction (Dijk, 1985).
In nonliteral communication, figurative language is usually used to deliver
connotation, both spoken or written language. Figurative language is used not only
to decorate the literary works and insert aesthetic value but also to deliver the
connotative meanings with some special effects in which it can make the sentences
varied and the meanings more actual (Yeibo, 2012). It can convey the message to
the readers in an aesthetic way yet in proper and concrete meaning. It is able to
perform particular discourse goals better than literal language in the case of
nonliteral communication. Each type of figurative language features accomplishes
specific discourse goal (Roberts & Kreuz, 1994).
The researcher focuses the research on figurative language. Some
researchers also have conducted research on figurative language. Figurative
language is often used in songs, poems, novels, and other literary work. This
stylistic writing can raise reading willingness as it makes the expressions rich and
interesting (Faust, 2012; Gibb, Jr, 1994; Ramazani, 2014). The use of figurative
language in literary works is very beneficial. It helps the readers to build the images
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of what the author means in the expressions and understand the story line or content.
For example, hyperbole is to show exaggerated claims, symbolism is to present the
moral value by mentioning a noun representing other things, and personification is
to give human qualities in nonhuman things. Besides, figurative language features
can develop the creativity of the writing as it helps the author to make the
expressions richer, more varied, and having aesthetic value (Kokemuller, 2018).
Thus, the researcher aims to analyze the figurative language types in a novel written
by Rodes Fishburne titled Going to See the Elephant and the discourse goals of
those figurative expressions. The researcher chooses this novel because there are
many figurative expressions found in this novel, even its title is a figurative
expression. Besides, the researcher is also interested in finding out the meaning of
figurative expressions that are found in the novel.

B. Research Questions
The researcher formulates two research questions as follow:
1. What types of figurative language features are found in Rodes Fishburne’s
Going to See the Elephant?
2. What are the discourse goals of the usage of the figurative language features?

C. Research Significance
The researcher believes that this study will give useful contributions for the
readers. This research is beneficial for English Language Education Study Program
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(ELESP) students. It can improve the students’ knowledge related to the study of
meaning in context. The students will have better understanding in types of
figurative language features. Besides, by knowing the discourse goals of the usage
of figurative language features, they will also have better understanding in the how,
why, when, and where they can use them in daily life. Also, it helps the students to
understand the story of the novel. It helps the students to recognize expressions that
use figurative language. The students will improve their knowledge of various kinds
of figurative expressions, so that they can use them in communication.
English teachers can use this research as a reference to teach figurative
language. It also gives a book reference for the English teachers if they want to use
a novel as a medium to teach figurative language. This research also convinces
English teachers that figurative language is an interesting topic to be taught to the
students.
It is expected that this research inspires future researchers to conduct
research on figurative language using other subjects. It helps the future researchers
who are conducting researches on similar topics because it provides the theories,
data, results, and other information related to the topic, in this case figurative
language analysis. It can also help the future researchers as the reference to conduct
further research on similar topics.
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D. Definition of Terms
This section mentions and describes the important terms of this research.
The definition of the terms related to the research context are provided in this
section. The terms are defined as follows:
1. Figurative Language
Figurative language refers to words, phrases, clauses, or sentences that have
nonliteral or nonfactual meaning. It has to be interpreted beyond the meaning of
each word. Lazar (2003) suggests that “if language is figurative, it does not refer to
the most basic or concrete meaning of a word or phrase” (p. 3). Figurative meaning
has further meaning more than the words mean basically.
2. Context
Ungerer and Schmid (2006) explain context “as the linguistic material
preceding and following a word or sentence” (p. 47). Context in communication
concerns the speaker, the utterance, the act performed, the surrounding situation,
and the hearer. Searle (1979:125), a language philosopher and pragma-linguist,
defines context as the set of background presumptions that is important to make
sense of an utterance (as cited in Ungerer & Schmid, 2006, p. 47).
3. Novel
Novel is a literary work in the form of a book. According to Eagleton (2005),
a novel is “a piece of prose fiction of a reasonable length” (p. 1). Novel is a genre
which does not follow exact definition. There are various genres of the story of
novel such as drama, comedy, science fiction, and many others.
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4. Discourse Goals
Roberts and Kreuz (1994) state discourse goals are communicative goals
that are accomplished in communication, both written and spoken communication.
Discourse goals are the ‘why’ written and spoken expressions in communication
are done by people in interacting with each other.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter contains two main sections namely theoretical description and
theoretical framework. Theoretical description presents the review of similar
research studies that have been conducted and relevant theories to the study.
Relevant theories to this study are the theory of figurative language types and
discourse goal taxonomy. The theoretical framework section presents how the
relevant theories will be used to identify and analyze the data.

A. Theoretical Description
Theoretical description contains three parts. They are the review of related
studies, theory of figurative language, and theory of discourse goal taxonomy. The
review of related studies and the theories are relevant to the research that is
discussed. They help the researcher to identify this research and make an analysis
on the figurative expressions that are found. Figurative language itself is found in
pragmatics scope. Pragmatics is a study of meaning performed in linguistic acts in
which context has an important role in determining the meaning. It can be simply
understood as meaning in context. Stalnaker (1970) states kinds of linguistic acts
are “assertions, commands, counterfactuals, claims, conjectures and refutations,
requests, rebuttals, predictions, promises, pleas, speculations, explanations, insults,
inferences, guesses, generalizations, answers and lies” (p. 275). Pragmatics has a

10
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relation with semantics since both are the studies of meaning. However, they are
different because semantics refers to literal meaning while pragmatics refers to
nonliteral meaning. Thus, semantics exists in the elements of words in which the
meaning is lexically encoded while pragmatics has nothing to do with lexically
encoded elements. Words mean what the words mean literally in semantics but
pragmatics proposes another meaning of words which can be very different from
what those words literally mean. Semantics does not depend on context. However,
in pragmatics, contextual factors do matter a lot. Semantics delivers true conditions
while pragmatics conveys meaning that goes beyond true conditions (Stojanovic,
2008).
1. Review of Related Studies
There were several studies conducted on the figurative language in literary
works. Yeibo (2012) conducted a study on figurative language and stylistic function
in J. P Clark-Bekederemo’s poetry, published in the Journal of Language Teaching
and Research. He analyzed the use of figurative devices which were: imagery,
metaphorization, rhetorical, operations, humor, and figures of sound. He presented
the research in descriptive analysis and provided some excerpts of the poetry’s
verses to be analyzed using the related theories. The findings and analysis showed
that the usage of figurative language is substantial for writing poetry. It can be used
to encode the interpretation of the meaning of the texts and deliver the aesthetic
values with the consideration of a given context and textual function.
In Symbols, metaphors and similes in literature: A case study of “Animal
Farm”, published in the Journal of English and Literature, Fadaee (2011) used
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George Orwell’s Animal Farm in a research on three kinds of figure of speech in
which figures of speech are figurative language in a form of single or groups of
words. Theories proposed by Newmark (1988b), Fromilhague (1995), and Rokni
(2009) were used in the analysis to make some classifications on the figures of
speech’s types found in the novel. The results showed that metaphoric symbols
were frequently used rather than three others according to Rokni’s classifications
and they conveyed events in allegoric expressions. The next aspect was the
metaphor in which cliché metaphor was the dominant type of metaphor compared
to four other types of metaphor. It indicates an extraordinary expression that goes
beyond the literal meaning. The last aspect was the simile and there are two types
of simile which are explicit and implicit. Implicit simile was found as the dominant
type of simile in the novel. Fadaee (2011) concluded that the messages of the novel
were presented implicitly and indirectly using figures of speech.
Harris, Friel, and Mickelson (2005) conducted a research that was published
in the Journal of Pragmatics. It dealt with two types of figurative language,
metaphor and simile, as well as the twelve discourse goals. They conducted three
experiments and involved young-adult participants with 16 sentences from Harris
and Mosier (1999) for each of the lists containing metaphors and similes (as cited
in Harris, Friel, & Mickelson, 2005, p. 1, 6). The participants were 242 native
English-speaking students in Experiment 1. They were instructed to check as many
of twelve discourse goals of the reasons why the writer might use figurative
expressions. Comparing similarities was the dominant discourse goal chosen by the
participants. Being humorous and comparing similarities were affected by the
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factors of discourse context. Then, adding emphasis was affected by the factor of
modality. Experiment 2 which involved 40 participants and Experiment 3 which
involved 45 participants aimed to analyze the stylistic preference and sense the
comparisons in the expressions examined in Experiment 1.
This research is different from the previous studies because it focuses on ten
types of figurative language, not only two types which are metaphors and similes
because there are still many types that are less discussed in the previous studies.
The ten types are irony, hyperbole, meiosis, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche,
metaphor, simile, idiom, and personification. The researcher also analyzes the
discourse goals of the usage of figurative language features in the novel. The source
of the data is figurative expressions in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant
in which it is different from the novel used in the previous studies. Therefore, the
findings and results of this research are also different from the previous studies. The
data are taken from Rodes Fishburne’s novel titled Going to See the Elephant which
has thirty-seven chapters on 293 pages. The researcher analyzes each sentence of
the thirty-seven chapters and also the prologue and epilogue parts based on the
theories that are mentioned and explained in the theoretical description.
2. Figurative Language
Pragmatics is the linguistics field of study dealing with meaning and
context. Stojanovic (2008) states that pragmatics delivers a meaning that goes
beyond the true conditions such as implicature. Grice explains implicature is
“something speakers do by uttering words” (as cited in Davis, 2016, p. 51). If
people’s saying or writing has an implicature, it means they are using an implicature
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in an expression. It is a kind of meaning or implying one thing by saying another
rather than directly saying the intention. In the example when Sue says “Can John
play?” and Steve answers “John has a temperature”, Steve implies the meaning of
his sentence. He says that John has a temperature to mean that John cannot play. It
means John is sick that his temperature is above normal so that he cannot play. It
can be seen that what is uttered by Steve has very different meaning from what
message he tries to convey to Sue. That way, Steve implicates that John cannot play
(Davis, 2016). The most recognizable form of implicature is figurative language as
it provides many figurative expressions of implicating sometimes without implying.
Thus, figurative language carries another meaning rather than the actual meaning
of the constructed words in words, phrases, clauses, or sentences. It delivers indirect
meanings in communication situationally and depends on the subject matters
involved in the discussion and the context (Pérez, 2012). Indirect meaning is
conveyed when the speaker or writer is not saying or writing what he or she means.
Shortly, it refers to nonliteral language in which people say something clearly false,
not informative or irrelevant, and discursive so that the information recipient is
urged to guess or make some interpretations from the information that he or she
already has to find out what the speaker really means in spoken language and what
the writer really means in written language (Carston, 2012). Indirect meanings also
deal with a grammatical system of the language of one certain coded function but
conveying another different set of functions. On the other side, as the opposite of
indirect meaning, there is a direct meaning that encodes a given function
grammatically or lexically without involvement of the context (Frajzyngier & Jirsa,
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2006). It is context-free because it carries literal meaning in which the words that
are spoken or written convey what people really mean. Thus, the information
recipient does not need to interpret further the message but accept it as it is.
Figurative language is simply the opposite of literal language. It can be
considered as non-literal language because what is said may have other meanings
than its literal meaning. The basic concept of figurative language is delivering
indirect or veiled meanings. For example, the word flower literally has the concept
as referring to a part of the plant body. If it is used figuratively, it can convey other
meanings and even have no relation with a plant such as beauty, life, peace, purity,
and so on. In such a way, its literal meaning is diverged to secondary interpretations.
Figurative meaning is considered as connotation. It does not have the main common
meaning but it must be implicated (Pérez, 2012). Figurative speech (tropes) is
identified as the form of implicature because the hearer has to implicate it since it
does not deliver common meaning. Someone speaks figuratively if he or she does
not mean what he or she says directly but expects the audience to recognize it. The
clue to recognize figurative language is the obvious falsity of what is said (Davis,
2016).
The language users can use the figurative expressions in communication as
the speaker considers the context of well-defined social situations. In such context,
the speaker and the hearer rely on each other to share the conception of what the
situation is (Ungerer & Schmid, 2006). In interpreting multi-word fixed expression,
the hearer’s, in this case the reader’s, first and most difficult challenge is to
recognize nonliteral meaning that is intended. The reader can find nonliteral sense
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as he or she finds other senses of unknown lexical items by guessing from the
context or consulting an authority such as in human or dictionary form (Nesi, 1995).
The researcher uses a novel as the main source because novel is a type of written
communication. A novel is written and made up by considering the content, the
organization, and the writing skills. Written communication is successful and
effective if the reader can understand the message of the written work and what the
writer is trying to deliver (Conlin, 1975). In the novel, the researcher finds many
expressions using figurative language. They can help the reader to discover what
the context is and how the situation is.
The use of figurative language in communication, both spoken and written,
is very beneficial because sometimes people cannot speak plainly to directly tell
what they mean to others. Figurative language works more effective to convey what
the speaker really means and the hearer can also understand better. Carston (2012)
states “in particular, with figures of speech (or tropes), including metaphor,
hyperbole, metonymy, and irony, and how they can be used to make a text or a
public speech more effective, attractive, and convincing to its recipients” (p. 1) can
lead to a successful communication. Figurative expressions are usually used to
create lively, interesting, and stylish communication, both verbal and written
(Davis, 2016). Besides, it is also very useful for the students, particularly English
learners. Introducing and using figurative language as teaching material can enrich
and expand the students’ vocabularies. If the students have known the literal
meaning of a word but then learn the other meanings, their vocabularies are
expanded. In such a way, their vocabularies are broadened if they can recognize
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and apply these words figuratively. For example, the words to bloom and to blossom
have both literal and figurative meanings. Figurative language is very useful
because it provides memorable way of arranging new vocabulary to be learned as
it expands the learners’ vocabulary. By learning figurative meaning, the learners
can recognize both literal and figurative meanings. In such a way, the learner can
find it easier to memorize the meanings of those words (Lazar, 2003).
The researcher analyzes the data regarding to the types of figurative
language based on the theories proposed by Davis (2016) and Lakoff and Johnson
(2003). The types of figurative language in expressions that are found in Rodes
Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant are listed and explained in the following.
This research focuses on ten types of figurative language which are irony,
hyperbole, meiosis, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor, simile, idiom, and
personification.
a. Irony
It implicates the opposite meaning or situation of a sentence to make a light
of, belittle, or even mock it. For example, there is a snowstorm but someone says
the weather is lovely. It means the speaker implicates that actually the weather is
terrible. He or she intends to make light of the terrible weather. Also, when someone
says Bill Gates is poor, when in fact he is very rich. That way he or she is being
ironic, for he or she means that Bill Gates is extremely rich (Davis, 2016).
b. Hyperbole
It implicates the meaning of a sentence describing things as being less in
certain respect than as it is uttered to underline something is really great in that
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respect. When actually the speaker means something but he or she utters in an
exaggerated way, he or she is being hyperbolic. For example, Steve says John is
burning up for he means that John’s temperature is quite high to express a concern
that John’s temperature is unusual for humans. In such a way, Steve is highlighting
to emphasize that John needs treatment as quickly as possible (Davis, 2016). Other
examples are suggested by Akmajian, Demers, Farmer, and Harnish (2001, p. 377,
378) such as first, no one understands me, in fact it is only not enough people are
understanding the speaker but the speaker says that it is nobody. It is hyperbolic
because not enough people do not mean nobody. There are still some people who
understand the speaker. Second, her eyes opened as wide as saucers, in fact it is
impossible for human eyes to open as wide as saucers because saucers are much
bigger than the eyes’ diameter. The speaker intends to emphasize that her eyes
opened very wide by saying this hyperbole. Third, if it’s not Schlitz, it’s not beer,
in fact there are many beers with various brands, other than Schlitz. However, the
speaker always drinks beer with brand Schlitz, so he or she assumes that other
brands are not the way beer should be. Perhaps the speaker judges that other brands
are not good.
c. Meiosis
Meiosis is kind of understatement. It implicates the meaning of a sentence,
describing things as being greater or higher in a certain respect than as it is uttered
to deemphasize very great things in that respect (Davis, 2016). The intention of the
speaker using meiosis is to make things humbler. For example, the speaker says
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John has a slight temperature or John has a temperature as he or she means that
John’s temperature is not in a range as it should be.
d. Litotes
Litotes is also a kind of understatement that is usually in a form of negation.
The indicator to differentiate litotes and meiosis is the usage of the word not in
litotes as it is a negation. It is also to deemphasize very great things in a certain
respect. The speaker connotes that things have characteristics by denying that they
have a contrary characteristic. What is said is weaker than the implicated meaning
because it has the form of denial and differs in rhetorical purpose which is
deemphasizing (Davis, 2016). The examples of common litotes are something is
not bad/good means it is good/bad; something is not cheap means it is expensive;
and something is not hard/easy means it is easy/hard. Thus, actually what the
speaker means is the same as what the speaker is uttered. The speaker just utters it
in the opposite way using the denial form to mean those things.
e. Metonymy
It implicates something has a property attributed to a related object by
mentioning the object without meaning it literally but to refer to the subject instead.
The related object that is attached to the subject represents the subject. For example,
a waitress says the ham sandwich wants more coffee to refer to the actual person. It
means the customer who orders a ham sandwich wants more coffee because the
ham sandwich refers to that customer (Davis, 2016). A case of metonymy is if
something carries a very close entity to another and uses the entity instead of
another one to refer to a subject (Akmajian, Demers, Farmer, & Harnish, 2001;
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Carston, 2012). Lakoff and Johnson (2003) suggest some metonymic concepts that
exist in our society and culture; they are producer for product means the producer
like a creator, inventor, or writer representing their work; object used for user means
the object such as instrument, tool, etc. that are used by a person representing that
person; institution for people responsible for means that the speaker mentioning the
institution to refer the people who work in the institution or who are the
representative of the institution; and the place for the institution means the speaker
mentioning a place to refer the institution exists in that place. Other examples are
first, the Times hasn’t arrived at the press conference yet, as the speaker uses “The
Times” to refer the representative reporters from “The Times” newspaper company
(Lakoff & Johnson, 2003) and second, look at the TV Guide and see what’s on the
tube, as the speaker mentions tube to refer to the TV (Akmajian, Demers, Farmer,
& Harnish, 2001).
f. Synecdoche
Synecdoche is kind of metonymy in which the related object is a part of the
subject, not something which is being attached to the subject. The example is the
expression the beard wants more coffee. The beard refers to the customer. The beard
is the part of a person’s body. It is used to represent the whole subject (Davis, 2016).
Lakoff and Johnson (2003) suggest the synecdoche concept which is the part for
the whole means a part of a related object referring to the whole subject. Another
example is as in Down in Texas, cattle are only $200 a head in which “head” refers
to the whole body of the animal (Akmajian, Demers, Farmer, & Harnish, 2001).
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g. Metaphor
It implicates something has certain meaning by a uttering comparative
sentence with what the speaker means in which the speaker assumes by having “A”
to be said is either similar to the how sentence would be if it is uttered in common
and literal language or that being as in the sentence make it similar in some respect
to how it would be if it has “A” uttered (Davis, 2016). Lazar (2003) states “in
classical rhetoric, the term metaphor comes from the Greek meta expressing
‘change’, and pherein meaning ‘to carry’” (p. 1). Akmajian, Demers, Farmer, and
Harnish (2001) classify expressions as metaphor “if the connection is some kind of
similarity or comparison” (p. 378). There are two examples suggested. First
example is John is in the penalty box, as the speaker means John cannot play. The
speaker assumes that “being in the penalty box” has similar meaning to “cannot
play” (Davis, 2016). Second example is he punted the idea away, as the speaker
means that he totally rejects the idea. In such a way, the speaker implies the similar
meaning of the act of punting away as total rejection (Akmajian, Demers, Farmer,
& Harnish, 2001).
h. Simile
Simile is kind of metaphor but conveyed by using a comparative sentence.
Glucksberg and McGlone (2001) deﬁne simile “as direct comparisons in which one
thing is like another different thing” (as cited in Pérez, 2012, p. 24). The indication
of simile is the usage of the word like or as. For example, the world is like a stage
means the speaker comparing the word stage to the word world. The difference of
metaphor and simile is as seen in these examples, the world is like a stage (simile)
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and the world is a stage (metaphor). Simile is only slightly less figurative rather
than metaphor but basically simile is part of the metaphor (Davis, 2016).
i. Idiom
Idiom is a structural expression that has other meaning from the meaning of
its components and grammatical structure. It presents another way for expressions
to be semantically ambiguous. When it has literal meaning it is called compositional
while idiom has non-compositional meaning. Idiom has characteristics of semantic,
grammatical, and phonological irregularity. The example is the idiomatic
expression kicked the bucket which means “died” (Davis, 2016). Idioms are in a
fixed form in general use and they usually are unrelated to the meaning of its
component words. Therefore, it is quite hard to recognize it if the hearer does not
have enough knowledge of idiomatic expressions (Harley, 2005). However, they
are often entertaining so that it is memorable. The use of idiomatic expressions in
communication can vary the language used to communicate and it is very
interesting.
j. Personification
Personification is considering an object as being a person. It permits the
speaker and hearer to understand a wide variety of transformations of nonhuman
entities engaging human motivations, characteristics, and activities. Thus,
personification allows objects or things which are nonhuman entities to be
described as if they are alive and acting like human (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003). For
example, is inflation is eating up our profits means that the speaker is experiencing
a loss because of the inflation. This shows the inflation which is a nonhuman entity
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as if it is able to do human activity which is eating. That expression is classified as
personification as a nonhuman entity has the ability to do an activity like a person
does (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003). Abrams (1999) defines personification as
“inanimate object or an abstract concept is spoken of as though it were endowed
with life or with human attributes or feelings (compare pathetic fallacy)” (p. 99).
Other examples are sky lowered, and muttering thunder, some sad drops and wept
at completing of the mortal sin. In the examples (as cited in Abrams, 1999, p. 99)
that are written by Milton in Paradise Lost (IX. 1002-3), the sky, thunder, and drops
act as if they are able to do human activities such as lowering, muttering, and
weeping and the drops seem as if they have the human characteristics such as being
sad. In such a way, the expressions are classified as personification.
3. Discourse Goal Taxonomy
The discourse goal taxonomy indicates that each figurative language type is
used to convey a unique style and color of communication goals. Sensing and
understanding the goals of the usage of figurative language enable people to
understand more the functionality of the various types of figurative language and
the proper way and occasion to use them. Figurative language is one of ways for
people to communicate in a more poetic style either in spoken or written discourse.
When people communicate indirectly, figurative language is able to deliver
particular communicative goals better than literal language does. When adequate
context is provided, figurative language is easier to be understood than the literal
one. It is essential to know the ‘when’ and ‘why’ an expression is produced in order
to understand its meaning (Roberts & Kreuz, 1994).
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The use of figurative language in a discourse can build intimacy between
some participants. Glucksberg (1989) states that “metaphors can be more precise
and informative than literal statements” (as cited in Roberts & Kreuz, 1994, p. 159).
The researcher aims to find the goals of why people might use figurative language
using the discourse goal taxonomy proposed by Roberts and Kreuz (1994). The
figurative expressions found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant are
classified into 19 discourse goals. They are to be conventional, to be
unconventional, to be eloquent, to be humorous, to protect the self, to compare
similarities, to contrast differences, to emphasize, to deemphasize, to add interest,
to provoke thought, to differentiate groups, to clarify, to be polite, to get attention,
to show positive emotion, to show negative emotion, to guide another’s actions, and
to manage the discourse. This research aims to find if specific discourse goals can
be delivered by the usage of specific figurative language types.

B. Theoretical Framework
The researcher intends to analyze figurative language in expressions that are
found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant. There are two research
problems formulated in this research. The first research problem is what types of
figurative language features found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant.
The second research problem is what are the discourse goals of figurative language
features usage.
The researcher analyzes the first research problem which are expressions
written in figurative language forms to find the types of figurative language features
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in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant. The researcher uses the theories
of figurative language by Davis (2016) and Lakoff and Johnson (2003) to answer
the first research problem. Davis (2016) explains nine types of figurative language
namely irony, hyperbole, meiosis, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor,
simile, and idiom. The theory of personification used by the researcher in this study
is from Lakoff and Johnson (2003). The researcher focuses on these ten types
because those types are figurative language types that are found in most
expressions, often used by the language users.
Davis (2016) believes that figurative language is a form of implicature.
Irony implicates the use of words that bring contrary meaning. It is usually in a form
of sarcasm to mock or criticize something but it can also be used to make light of
something so the hearer will see the thing in a better way. Hyperbole implicates a
proposition exaggerating a sentence to make the hearer see what the speaker says
is a very great thing, in a higher way and with more respect. It can also be used to
express amazement or admiration of something because the speaker sees something
in with very high respect. Meiosis and litotes are forms of understatement. Meiosis
implicates meaning to be stated in a humble way in order to deemphasize how great
something is. Litotes is also an understatement in a form of negation. It shows what
is implicated is stronger than what is said. Metonymy is a case of using one entity
to refer to another thing that has a relation to it. In other words, one entity that is
being attached represents another thing that has a close association to it. It is
categorized as a case of metonymy (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003). Synecdoche is a form
of metonymy in which a part of the whole thing represents the entire body. The
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representative of the whole thing or body is not something that is being attached to
it but is a part of it. Metaphor implicates comparison or similarity. It can be simply
said as the concept of comparing things to mean one of them. Lazar (2003) uses the
term “carrying across” to mean metaphor conveys one meaning of an object to
another (p. 1). Simile also brings the concept of comparison but using certain forms
of structure. The presence of the words like or as…as indicates the mark of simile
(Pérez, 2012). Glucksberg and McGlone (2001) emphasize that idioms are “set
apart from most other ﬁxed expressions here described due to the absence of any
discernable relation between their linguistic meanings and their idiomatic
meanings” (as cited in Pérez, 2012, p. 24). Idioms implicate a fixed form of a phrase
or phrases in orderly structure and used generally. According to Marret (2005),
idioms are expressions in the forms of a phrase or clause structure in which the
meaning cannot be interpreted from the meanings of its components but should be
interpreted as a whole (as cited in Davis, 2016, p. 221). Personification is identified
if an inanimate object has human characteristics or performs activities that usually
can be done by humans only. The researcher intends to identify and classify the
figurative expressions that are found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the
Elephant into those ten types. Also, this analysis can find the type that dominates
the figurative expressions used in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant.
The theory of discourse goal taxonomy is used to answer the second
research problem that is the discourse goals of figurative language features. The
researcher uses the theory of discourse goals taxonomy proposed by Roberts and
Kreuz (1994) to solve the second research problem. There are 19 discourse goals
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which are to be conventional, to be unconventional, to be eloquent, to be humorous,
to protect the self, to compare similarities, to contrast differences, to emphasize, to
deemphasize, to add interest, to provoke thought, to differentiate groups, to clarify,
to be polite, to get attention, to show positive emotion, to show negative emotion,
to guide another’s actions, and to manage the discourse. The researcher intends to
classify the figurative expressions that are found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See
the Elephant. To classify the discourse goals of figurative expressions, the role of
context is very important since figurative expressions are a kind of indirect
communication. Roberts and Kreuz (1994) mention that a specific discourse goal
can be delivered more effectively by using a certain type of figurative language
features rather than using literal language.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the methodology to conduct the research. This chapter
contains five sections namely research method, research setting, research subject,
instruments and data gathering technique, and data analysis technique. These
sections present the method of research and analysis and the outline of the
procedure in gathering and analyzing the data.

A. Research Method
The researcher conducted a qualitative research to answer the problems in
this research. Krathwohl (1993) stated that qualitative research is a “research that
describes phenomena in words instead of numbers or measures” (as cited in
Wiersma, 1995, p. 12). Numbers in this research were used only to support the
findings in order to know the total number of occurrences and dominant aspect, not
the main focus. This study is important because the figurative language use in
communication is effective to deliver the ideas and messages that are not easily
understood because of its complexity that considers a context in the interpretation.
Therefore, objectives of this research focused on finding the types of figurative
language features in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant and finding the
discourse goals of the usage of figurative language features. The result of qualitative
research is a complete and whole picture of the analysis and depth understanding
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(Ary, Jacobs, Sorensen, and Razavieh, 2010). It is context-specific as it is based on
the term of context sensitivity that involves researcher’s role in the situation
because of the belief that certain physical and social contexts bear human behavior
(Wiersma, 1995). Qualitative research emphasizes the effect of the process.
Qualitative research focuses on analyzing a process of categorization and
description. Thus, it often results in descriptive information (Wiersma, 1995).
Woods and Measor (2003) stated that “qualitative research asks researchers to
document and monitor their own impact on the situation they are researching, as a
strategy for elucidation and validation of data” (p. 65). The result of qualitative
research, according to Ary, Jacobs, Sorensen, and Razavieh, (2010) is
comprehensive and rich narrative report to “understand the social reality
experienced by the participants” (p. 23).
In this research, the researcher applied document or content analysis as the
approach and strategy to analyze the data. Hsieh and Shannon (2005) mentioned
that “content analysis is a flexible method for analyzing text data (p. 1277). Ary,
Jacobs, Sorensen, and Razavieh (2010) defined document or content analysis in
their book titled Introduction to Research in Education.
Content or document analysis is a research method applied to written or
visual materials for the purpose of identifying specified characteristics of
the material. The materials analyzed can be textbooks, newspapers, web
pages, speeches, television programs, advertisements, musical
compositions, or any of a host of other types of documents (p. 457).
The researcher believed that the research problems could be solved by
studying the documents and then analyzing them and finally writing the results in
descriptive analysis. The researcher analyzed the figurative expressions using
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subjective interpretation based on the relevant theories, contexts, and limitation
which was 10 types only to classify the types and the discourse goals of the usage
of figurative language.
The researcher used three approaches of qualitative content analysis namely
conventional, directed, and summative. The first approach was the conventional
approach. It was used to describe a phenomenon, in this case it was figurative
language usage, when existing theory of the phenomenon was limited. The data
analysis began with reading all the data presented in the whole text and doing some
repetitions to get the sense of the whole like one would read a novel (Tesch, 1990;
as cited in Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1279). Then, those data were read word by
word intensively to derive codes by highlighting certain words as the key concepts
(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). The second approach was directed approach. It started
with the relevant theory and research findings as guidance and reference for the
beginning codes. The purpose of directed approach was to validate or develop the
concept of the theoretical framework or theory. It started with determining the key
concepts as primary coding categories and all categories were based on the relevant
theory. It was continued by analyzing all highlighted parts and classifying them into
predetermined categories. One of the advantages of a directed content analysis was
that the previous theories could be supported and developed further (Hsieh &
Shannon, 2005). The third approach was summative approach. The keywords of
this approach were identifying and quantifying. They aimed to have deeper
understanding on the contextual use of the words, phrases, clauses, or sentences.
Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999) stated that the counting is not to conclude
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the meaning but to explore the usage as “analyzing for the appearance of a particular
word or content in textual material is referred to as manifest content analysis” (as
cited in Hsieh & Shannon, p. 1283). This approach was applied in analyzing
specific content in textbooks in this case figurative language in a novel. The
researcher applied these approaches and began the data analysis with identifying
the data into categories of the discourse goals and then quantifying the frequency
of the figurative expressions and types to appear in certain discourse goals,
involving the interpretation of context. It was associated with the usage of the
figurative expressions in the form of words, phrases, clauses, or sentences.
Summative approach enabled the researcher to explore the usage of figurative
language and also interpret the meanings. However, checking the understanding
and interpretation with the expert or relevant theories were necessary to make the
analysis more valid and credible (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).

B. Research Setting
The data in this research were obtained from a printed novel, Rodes
Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant. The researcher analyzed the types of
figurative language features and the discourse goals of the usage of figurative
language in the novel. The researcher focused on analyzing the figurative
expressions. The researcher collected the data within a month which was in March
2018. It took a long enough time to collect the data because in order to identify the
figurative expressions in the novel, it needed high accuracy and precision. Then,
the researcher analyzed the data in April 2018.
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C. Research Subject
The research subject was Rodes Fishburne’s novel titled Going to See the
Elephant. It is the first novel of the writer and it has 293 pages. The researcher
focused on analyzing the figurative expressions in order to find the types of
figurative language features used in the novel and the discourse goals of the usage
of those figurative expressions in the novel. The researcher chose Rodes
Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant because it contains many figurative
expressions. The researcher’s first interest in the novel was the title written on the
novel’s cover which is a metaphor itself. Besides, although it is the first novel from
the writer but it has been considered impressive and very interesting as Tom
Barbash stated, the author of The Last Good Chance, when reviewing the novel,
“Rodes Fishburne has written a wildly energetic, engaging, and smart first novel,
set in a city he clearly knows and loves. From start to finish Going to See the
Elephant is top-drawer fun, and an impressive debut.”

D. Instruments and Data Gathering Technique
This research employed two research instruments in gathering the data.
They were the researcher as human instrument and observation tables. Appropriate
standardized instruments were needed to meet the advantage in terms of validity,
reliability, and time saved (Ary, Jacobs, Sorensen, and Razavieh, 2010).
The primary instrument in this research was the researcher as human
instrument in which qualitative research was employed in this research. Ary,
Jacobs, Sorensen, and Razavieh (2010) stated that “the primary instrument used for
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data collection in qualitative research is the researcher him- or herself, often
collecting data through direct observation or interviews” (p. 421). The researcher
as the instrument had very important roles in this research especially in gathering
and analyzing the data. The researcher’s account was content oriented (Scott &
Usher, 2001).
The second instrument was tabulation. The researcher made observation
tables to categorize the types and the discourse goals of the usage of figurative
language features. The researcher made a list of the figurative expressions, analyzed
them, and put them into the observation tables. Both problems were analyzed using
observation tables.
The researcher put the figurative expressions presented in the word level in
Table 3.1 and analyzed them and then finally categorized them into ten types of
figurative language features as follows:
Table. 3.1 Types of Figurative Language Features found in Rodes Fishburne’s
Going to See the Elephant in the Word Level

No

Word

Figurative Language Types
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P

Page

Line

Total
Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification
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The researcher put the figurative expressions presented in the phrase level
in Table 3.2 and categorized them into ten types of figurative language features.
Table. 3.2 Types of Figurative Language Features found in Rodes Fishburne’s
Going to See the Elephant in the Phrase Level

No

Phrase

Figurative Language Types
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P

Page

Line

Total
Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification

The researcher put the figurative expressions presented in the clause level
in Table 3.3 and categorized them into ten types of figurative language features.
Table. 3.3 Types of Figurative Language Features found in Rodes Fishburne’s
Going to See the Elephant in the Clause Level

No

Clause

Figurative Language Types
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P

Page

Line

Total
Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification
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The researcher put the figurative expressions presented in the sentence level
in Table 3.4 and categorized them into ten types of figurative language features.
Table. 3.4 Types of Figurative Language Features found in Rodes Fishburne’s
Going to See the Elephant in the Sentence Level

No Sentence

Figurative Language Types
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P

Page

Line

Total
Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification

Then, the researcher put all figurative expressions found in the novel
regardless its grammatical units in Table 3.5 and analyzed them based on the
context. The researcher matched the figurative expressions found in the novel with
the relevant theory proposed by Roberts and Kreuz (1994) involving the context
based. The researcher read the expressions considering the context and interpreted
the intention that was conveyed when the expression was uttered. After the
researcher has found the intention, the expression was put into the most suitable
and correct discourse goal. The researcher classified all of the figurative
expressions found in the novel into 19 discourse goals of the usage of figurative
language features.
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Table 3.5 Analysis Table on the Discourse Goal Taxonomy

No

Expression

Figurative
Language Type

Discourse Goal

The relevant theories and contexts had important roles to determine the
categories of figurative expressions into the 10 types and 19 discourse goals of the
usage of figurative language features. The researcher read the data that have been
collected and matched them with the relevant theories considering the context and
finally put them correctly in the tables. Regarding to the figurative language type
analysis, the researcher counted the total number and the percentage of occurrences
of each type to find out the dominant type of each grammatical unit. The researcher
also counted the total number of occurrences and the percentage of each
grammatical unit to find out the dominant grammatical unit. Regarding to the
discourse goal analysis, the researcher counted the total number of occurrences and
the percentage of each discourse goal to find out the dominant discourse goal.
Therefore, the researcher used numbers to support the findings. It was done by the
researcher to make the analysis and discussion easier in the next chapter.

E. Data Analysis Technique
The researcher used the six steps proposed by Creswell (2012) to focus on
analyzing and interpreting the data (p.237). The first steps were preparing and
organizing the data for analysis. In preparing the data for analysis, the researcher
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read the novel in order to collect the data. The researcher read the novel with high
accuracy and precision, sentence by sentence, to identify expressions that had
figurative language features because not all expressions had figurative language
features. The researcher made the list of figurative expressions that were found in
the novel. Then, the researcher organized the data providing the page and the line
taken from the novel to recheck the analysis with the source of the data. It made the
data arranged in a good order and the rechecking process easier. Data collection
proposed application of current theories. Therefore, the more data obtained, the
more they could be used to support, disconfirm, or extend the theories.
The second step was engaging in an initial exploration of the data through
the process of coding it. Wiersma (1995) stated that “data analysis in qualitative
research begins soon after data collection begins, because the researcher checks on
working hypotheses, unanticipated results, and the like” (p. 216). Data analysis in
qualitative research needs information to be organized. In analyzing the data, the
researcher categorized the information. The researcher made the coding of the data
to make it easier to do the rechecking. There were 10 codes indicating 10 types of
figurative language features regarding to the first research question and 19 codes
indicating 19 discourse goals regarding to the second research question. The
researcher categorized and made the checklist in the observation tables of the
figurative expressions found in the novel into 10 figurative language types. Then,
the researcher listed all of the figurative expressions found in the novel, provided
the figurative language type of the expressions, related them to the theory and
context, and categorized them into 19 discourse goals.
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The third step was using the codes to develop a more general picture of the
data in the form of descriptions. The researcher matched the data to the literature
reviewed to identify the types and the discourse goals. Ary, Jacobs, Sorensen, and
Razavieh (2010) suggested that “the study of related literature usually follows their
research, when the researcher looks at the related literature to determine how his or
her research fits in with what is already known” (p. 78). The coding, categorizing,
and counting helped the researcher to analyze the data and answer both research
questions regarding to the types and discourse goals of the usage of figurative
language features. The first descriptive analysis was on the figurative language
types to answer the first research problem. Then, the second descriptive analysis
was on the discourse goals to answer the second research problem. After
categorizing the figurative expressions into the categories of the types and discourse
goals, the researcher counted the total numbers of occurrences and the percentage
of each figurative language type, the total number of occurrences and the percentage
of each grammatical unit, and the total number of occurrences and the percentage
of each discourse goal. Therefore, there will be frequencies of data occurrences
from the coding names presented in numbers. By knowing the frequencies of the
data occurrences, the researcher was able to find the dominant type and dominant
discourse goal of the usage of figurative language features.
The fourth step was representing the findings through narratives and visuals.
The results of the analysis were narrative descriptions. From the obtained data,
categorization, and counting, the researcher made the narratives to explain the
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findings in words such as the frequencies of the types and discourse goals and which
type and discourse goal had the least number of occurrences and was dominant.
The fifth step was making an interpretation of the meaning of the results by
reflecting personally on the effect of the findings and on the literature that influence
the findings. Regarding to the first research question, the researcher took one
sample of the figurative expressions found in the novel for each type to be discussed
based on the grammatical unit. Then, the researcher gave deeper explanation on the
sample of the dominant type of each grammatical unit. The researcher matched the
data to the main theories proposed by Davis (2016) and Lakoff and Johnson (2003)
in the analysis. Regarding to the second research question, the researcher took one
sample of the figurative expressions found in the novel for each type indicating the
discourse goals. Then, the researcher analyzed and gave deeper explanation on the
sample or samples of the dominant type of each discourse goal. Some discourse
goals had more than one dominant type. The researcher matched the data to the
main theory proposed by Roberts and Kreuz (1994) in the analysis. According to
the theory, one expression cannot have more than one discourse goal. Thus, the
researcher put each expression into the most suitable and correct discourse goal.
Beside finding the types and the discourse goals, the researcher also interpreted the
meaning of the figurative expressions that were discussed, subjectively considering
the contexts.
The sixth step was conducting strategies to validate the accuracy of the
findings. The researcher attempted to reduce the bias by matching the data to the
relevant theories and dictionaries. The researcher used the general and idiom
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dictionaries which were Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (Walter, 2008)
and Cambridge Idioms Dictionary (2007). In collecting and analyzing the data, the
researcher rechecked and matched the analysis to the relevant theories and
dictionaries to validate this research. The researcher used some related researches
and journals to check the findings and discussion to make this research trustworthy.
They were used to check whether the categorizing process was in the correct
concept and perception. Therefore, the triangulation was the researcher, the
theories, and the dictionaries.
The last steps that were done by the researcher after doing the six steps
proposed by Creswell (2012) were summarizing and making conclusions from the
findings and results. The researcher found the answer of the first research problem.
There were ten types of figurative language that were identified in the novel. From
the results, the researcher also concluded the figurative language type that
dominated the figurative expressions in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the
Elephant. Also, the researcher found the answer of the second research problem.
The figurative expressions were categorized into 19 discourse goals in order to find
out why people usually use the figurative language in communication.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the research results and discussion of the findings. It
explains the answers to the research questions presented in Chapter I. It contains
two sections which are the discussion on the types of figurative language feature
found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant and the discourse goal
taxonomy of the usage of figurative language features.

A. Types of Figurative Language Features in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See
the Elephant
This section aimed to answer the first research question. Thus, it focused on
discussing the types of figurative language features found in Rodes Fishburne’s
Going to See the Elephant, a novel telling about the journey of the main character
named Slater Brown to be the best writer. It has been mentioned in Chapter II that
the researcher applied the theories proposed by Davis (2016) and Lakoff and
Johnson (2003) to answer the first research question. There were ten types of
figurative language features found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant.
They were irony, hyperbole, meiosis, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor,
simile, idiom, and personification. The researcher analyzed the types of the
figurative language features in the expressions based on the grammatical units
namely word level, phrase level, clause level, and sentence level.

41
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Table 4.1 The Frequency of Occurrences of Figurative Expression
Based on the Types

Figurative Language
Type
Simile
Metaphor
Hyperbole
Idiom
Personification
Litotes
Metonymy
Irony
Meiosis
Synecdoche
Total

Total
Number of
Expression
255
97
89
78
45
32
31
23
19
11
680

Percentage

37.50%
14.27%
13.09%
11.47%
6.62%
4.71%
4.56%
3.38%
2.79%
1.62%
100%

Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant has 37 chapters presented in
293 pages, included the prologue and epilogue. There were 680 figurative
expressions found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant. As shown in
Table 4.1, the researcher found 23 expressions were irony, 89 expressions were
hyperbole, 19 expressions were meiosis, 32 expressions were litotes, 31 expressions
were metonymy, 11 expressions were synecdoche, 97 expressions were metaphor,
255 expressions were simile, 78 expressions were idiom, and 45 expressions were
personification.
The figurative language type that dominated the figurative expressions in
the novel was simile in 255 expressions. Besides, metaphor, hyperbole, and idiom
were also frequently found in the novel. Synecdoche that was found in 11
expressions had the least number found in the novel. Meiosis also had small
percentage of occurrences. Then, irony, litotes, metonymy, and personification had
the average percentage of occurrences.
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Table 4.2 The Frequency of Occurrences of Figurative Expression
Based on the Grammatical Units

Grammatical Units

Word
Phrase
Clause
Sentence

Total
Percentage
Number of
Expression
17
2.50%
157
23.09%
104
15.29%
402
59.12%
Total
680
100%

The discussion of figurative language types was presented based on the
grammatical units namely word level, phrase level, clause level, and sentence level.
Table 4.2 showed that there were 17 expressions found in the word level, 157
expressions found in the phrase level, 104 expressions found in the clause level,
and 402 expressions found in the sentence level. Figurative language was frequently
found in the sentence level with 402 occurrences. The researcher took samples to
be discussed in this chapter. The researcher took one figurative expression of each
type based on the grammatical units as a sample to be discussed further and deeper.
The samples of 680 expressions with the detail were attached in the appendices.
The observation tables in the discussion involved abbreviations especially the
abbreviations of the types of figurative language features.
1. Types of Figurative Language Features in the Word Level
Word is the strain and the integration of sounds that carries an idea (Pinker,
2011). It is the advanced level of morpheme and an independent unit that expressed
a meaning (Poole, 1999). There were 17 figurative expressions found in the level
of word. However, not all types of figurative language listed were found in the word
level. This level showed the absences of litotes, simile, idiom, and personification.
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Davis (2016) stated that litotes is an understatement performed in negation
involving the usage of the word not. Therefore, it is expressed in the phrase level at
least not word level since it is presented in not-phrase. Simile is also expressed in
phrase level at least since it involves the usage of the word like or as. Those words
are the indicators of simile to differentiate it from metaphor because simile is a kind
of metaphor. Then, idiom is a fixed-form expression. The researcher used online
and printed dictionaries as references to analyze idiom expressions. However, the
researcher did not find idiom in the word level even in the idiom dictionaries. It is
also in the form of phrase level at least. Personification shows nonhuman entities
act as if they are alive and having the ability to do something like human does.
Thus, it expresses an inanimate thing paired with other parts of speech to show the
human’s characteristic or an action of the inanimate thing. Therefore,
personification was not found in the word level.
The samples of figurative expressions found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to
See the Elephant in the level of word were shown in Table 4.3. The researcher only
found six types of figurative language in the novel in which two expressions were
irony, one expression was hyperbole, two expressions were meiosis, one expression
was metonymy, one expression was synecdoche, and 10 expressions were metaphor
in the word level. Thus, the type of figurative language features that dominated this
level was metaphor.
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Table 4.3 The Samples of Figurative Expressions in the Word Level

No

Word

1.

Elephant

2.

Faces

3.
4.
5.
6.

Heartache
City
Smile
Laptop

Figurative Language Types
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P
√
√
√
√
√
√

Page

Line

Cover
page

-

10
55
101
107
243

1314
18
8
19
2425

Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification

Elephant was a metaphor in the novel. It is involved in the title of the novel.
It has been mentioned in Chapter I that the title of this novel itself is figurative. The
author of the novel attached a note of the title. It was explained that the expression
of he’s going to see the elephant has a strong relation with the gold rush period in
the United States in 1858. Fishburne (2009) stated that in that expression, the
elephant means “fame, fortune, and with a little luck, luck itself”. The word
elephant carried another meaning which was totally different from its literal
meaning. It did not mean a big animal with a trunk anymore but fame, fortune, or
luck. It was found in the context [1].
[1]

Going to See the Elephant. (C1)
The word faces was a synecdoche in context [2]. The word faces did not

bring its literal meaning as a front side of head. Its figurative meaning was the
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people at the bar because it referred to those who were quiet at the bar as seen in
context [2]. Face was a part of the subject not something being attached. In this
case, faces were parts of the bar visitors’ body.
[2]

The faces at the bar were quiet too, turned upward like geckos, basking in
the muted glow of sporting highlights. (C2)
Heartache was categorized as a hyperbole. Its literal meaning is an illness

in which someone feels his or her heart sick. However, it had figurative meaning in
the novel. Heartache was mentioned by a lady in the car when she got angry
because Slater blocked her way on the road as seen in context [3]. Heartache meant
annoyance or disturber, something or someone that could get someone’s heart sick
because of the anger. The lady was being hyperbolic because she expressed a
meaning in an exaggerated way (Davis, 2016). It was quite rare and almost
impossible for people to get heartache just because someone passed in front of them
and blocked their way. The term was uttered expressing too much anger.
[3]

A fleshy black face appeared, framed in the driver’s window. “Child, you
best removing yourself from this thoroughfare.” He looked up at her.
“C’mon now, don’t be a heartache tonight.” (C3)
City was mentioned a few times in the novel and categorized as a metonymy

such as in context [4]. It did not mean an area which is a large town in this case.
City was used to refer the subjects which were the people who lived in that city
rather than to mean it literally. It was a place for people to live to refer the people
who lived in that city. It was common for people to mention the place to refer to the
people who existed in that place (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003).
[4]

In March alone, two financial scandals, one dangerous liaison, a spate of nobid contracts, and the true identity of a serial flasher were all the city could
talk about. (C4)
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In context [4], it was not the city itself but the people in the city who only talked
about two financial scandals, one dangerous liaison, a spate of no-bid contracts, and
the true identity of a serial flasher during March.
Smile was usually a positive action but in context [5] it was an irony and it
brought a negative message. Smile in literal meaning is an action showing good
feeling and characteristic. However, a smile that was done by the mayor in context
[5] was the opposite of spreading the positivity but carrying negative connotation
instead. Although a smile was shown on the mayor’s face, it was a fake one. He
forced himself to raise a smile on his face. His feeling was insincere because
actually he had hatred toward Slater Brown. Therefore, the mayor’s smile was only
a kind of mocking toward Slater Brown.
[5]

At the end of lunch the mayor presented Slater Brown with the “Fine Citizen
Award,” which turned out to be a larger sterling silver bell engraved with the
words “Merry Christmas,” left over from the holiday party for big political
donors. As the mayor shook Slater Brown’s hand he issued a smile so wide
and false it looked physically painful to carry. (C5)
Laptop was a meiosis shown in context [6] and context [7]. Laptop is an

electronic device, similar to computer but portable one in literal meaning. In this
case, laptop still referred to an electronic device but did not mean it literally. It was
uttered to refer a very sophisticated and smart red computer which belonged to Milo
that was used in the chess match. The similar other name was used to make the
thing less important as it was. Niebald tended to make an understatement instead
because describing the detail of the thing was unnecessary.
[6]

Across from the chessboard, almost comically small, was the red computer.
(C6)
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[7]

“It’s not going to make a difference; his landlady said he hasn’t been home
since his girlfriend got crushed by the laptop.” (C7)
It has been mentioned that metaphor, in 10 expressions, was the type of

figurative language features that was frequently found in the word level. Metaphor
carries one meaning of an utterance to another meaning (Lazar, 2003). Words that
were metaphoric found in the expressions of the novel all had different meanings
from the words literally meant. Some complex meanings could be expressed in only
one word as a metaphor. Metaphoric words found in the novel were elephant,
twenty-nine, piehole, lantern, nethers, shoes, hair, here, shit, and scoops. Context
had an important role to determine a word was metaphoric or not. Those words
mentioned as metaphors in the novel were not always metaphor in other utterances.
It depended on the context. Therefore, the message receiver has to relate the
linguistic elements with the context properly in order to understand the accurate
meaning of the message (Widdowson, 2003).
2. Types of Figurative Language Features in the Phrase Level
A word combined with other words can create a phrase. A phrase is a series
of words that are semantically cohesive (Poole, 1999). There are four kinds of
phrases namely Noun Phrase (NP) which has a noun as the head, Adverbial Phrase
(Adv P) which has an adverb as the head, Adjective Phrase (Adj P) which has an
adjective as the head and Verb Phrase (VP) which has the verb alone or combined
with other elements such as modal or auxiliary verbs (Breen, 2015; Carter, R.,
McCarthy, M., Mark, G., & O’Keeffe, A., 2016). The researcher found 157
figurative expressions in the phrase level.
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The samples of figurative expressions found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to
See the Elephant in the level of phrase were shown in Table 4.4. All ten types of
figurative language features were found in the novel in which one expression was
irony, 22 expressions were hyperbole, eight expressions were meiosis, five
expressions were litotes, nine expressions were metonymy, two expressions were
synecdoche, 25 expressions were metaphor, 51 expressions were simile, 32
expressions were idiom, and two expressions were personification in the phrase
level. Thus, the type of figurative language features that dominated this level was
simile.

Table 4.4 The Samples of Figurative Expressions in the Phrase Level

No
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Phrase
Speaking
into tiny
phones
Salty
October
air
Smell like
sour milk
Not bad
Anywhere
to keep the
sunlight
from
bleeding
through
and
running
the stories
all
together

Figurative Language Types
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P
√
√
√
√

√

Page

Line

2

26

3

12

16

31

28

10

36

1416
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No

Phrase

Pulling a
Hobsgood
The eyes
7. around the
table
“And
charge
them full
8.
with the
charge of
the soul”
Teddy
Roosevelt
9.
and Helen
Keller
“Another
six weeks
10. to
play
around
with”

Figurative Language Types
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P
√

6.

√

√

√

√

Page

Line

38

16

118

2627

124

2526

134

1011

184

9

Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification

Speaking into tiny phones was a kind of meiosis. Speaking into tiny phones
as a whole was categorized as Verb Phrase (VP) because it had a verb as the head
combined with other elements. However, the indicator of meiosis was the Noun
Phrase (NP) which was tiny phones. There was no phone existing in any kind of
tiny size. Tiny phones was uttered to present it as being smaller when the writer or
speaker meant it as common mobile phones that fitted into his or her hand as in
context [8]. In short, the VP speaking into tiny phones meant speaking using the
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mobile phones that existed in the size of people’s grip. That way the message was
expressed in an understatement (Davis, 2016).
[8]

All down the boulevard he tapped the driver’s shoulder every time a
particular view, or landmark, or spectacle revealed itself: the clots of people
walking along Montgomery Street, speaking into tiny phones. (C8)
Salty October air was hyperbolic phrase. It was a Noun Phrase (NP) because

it had a noun as the head which was air. It was impossible for the air to be salty
because we could not taste the air but felt and smelled it instead. Thus, it was a
hyperbole to call it salty October air. Salty can be only tasted by the tongue.
Literally, something is salty if it is seasoned by too much salt or it has salt-like taste.
In context [9], salty carried different meaning from what it really meant literally.
The phrase was uttered to express the condition of the air in October in exaggerated
way and to highlight it (Davis, 2016). The phrase salty October air meant that the
air in October was not so good there. Context [9] was expressed when Slater Brown
was in the middle of writing and making some self-reflection about what he wanted
to do in the future while he was not in such a good state.
[9]

He inhaled the salty October air. (C9)
Smell like sour milk was a simile found in the phrase level. It was Verb

Phrase (VP) because it had verb smell as the head of the phrase. Like sour milk
indicated simile because it involved the usage of the word like, indicating a
similarity. The phrase was written because the smell of Slater’s clothes was similar
to the smell of sour milk as shown in context [10]. The smell of sour milk was
produced because the milk was turning rancid. Rancid milk usually produced bad
and unpleasant smell. Slater spent a few nights sleeping in eucalyptus grove so that
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the combination of eucalyptus and fog smell made Slater’s clothes smelled bad and
unpleasant similar to the smell of sour milk.
[10] His first nights in the city were spent sleeping in a eucalyptus grove
underneath the stars in the Presidio, which had seemed like a perfectly
reasonable plan until the fog rolled in and made all his clothes, even his
packed ones, smell like sour milk. (C10)
Not bad was categorized as litotes because it was an understatement
involving the word not which was presenting a negation (Davis, 2016). It was an
Adjective Phrase (Adj P) because it had an adjective which was bad as the head of
the phrase. It was uttered to mean something in the opposite way since it delivered
indirect meaning. Not bad was expressed to mean that something was good as in
the example proposed by Davis (2016) which was something is not bad means it is
good. The subject that was referred as not bad in context [11] was the story.
[11] As Slater sat in TK’s, flipping through the pages of his book, it dawned on
him for the first time how catastrophically bad the story was. Or if not bad,
how simply unfinished. (C11)
Anywhere to keep the sunlight from bleeding through and running the
stories all together was categorized as a personification. It was a Verb Phrase (VP)
because it had verbs as the head. The phrase that indicated personification was also
a Verb Phrase (VP) which was bleeding through and running the stories all
together. It is explained as if the sunlight was a human entity. It was impossible for
the sunlight to bleed and run something since it was nonhuman entity. However,
personification was expressed to make it alive, having human characteristics and
ability. Anywhere to keep the sunlight from bleeding through and running the
stories all together in context [12] meant that the sunlight was likely to spread and
radiate the thin paper of The Morning Trumpet and blind the reader so that the
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reader would have a difficulty to read what was written on the newspaper because
of too much sunlight on it.
[12] Currently the newspaper was printed on paper so thin it was not uncommon
to see people trying to read it in the shadow of a building or the corner of a
bus shelter—anywhere to keep the sunlight from bleeding through and
running the stories all together. (C12)
Pulling a Hobsgood was a new finding of figurative expression found by
the researcher in the novel. It was not found in idiom dictionaries because it was a
figurative expression created by the author of the novel. It was an idiom in the
phrase level. It was categorized as Verb Phrase (VP) because it had the verb pulling
as the head of the phrase. Idiom was the most suitable type of figurative language
feature for that phrase because it was a structural phrase that delivered different
meaning from the meaning of its component and grammatical structure (Davis,
2016). It did not utter a comparison, similarity, understatement, reference to subject,
mockery, exaggerated expression, or human-nonhuman entity. Hobsgood was the
editor of The Morning Trumpet (1861-1866). He had once done a single act of
generosity that saved The Morning Trumpet from bankruptcy during the economic
storms and the struggle of publications. Thus, in the story plot of the novel as shown
in context [13], it was stated that “whenever somebody did something
unintentionally helpful at the paper”, they would use the expression pulling a
Hobsgood (Fishburne, 2009, p. 38).
[13] Nevertheless, this single act of munificence was to provide The Morning
Trumpet a safe harbor during economic storms that were to lash other
struggling publications into oblivion during the next century. To this day,
whenever somebody did something unintentionally helpful at the paper, it
was called “pulling a Hobsgood.” (C13)
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The eyes around the table was a kind of synecdoche. It was a Noun Phrase
(NP) because it had the noun eyes as the head of the phrase. Eyes was a part the
subject referred to. Eyes was the part for the whole (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003). The
word eyes in context [14] did not mean part of the human’s face that had a function
to see but it represented the whole body of the human. Therefore, the eyes around
the table referred to the people who sat around the table, having dinner with Slater
Brown.
[14] Slater felt the eyes around the table brush his face like a spotlight. (C14)
“And charge them full with the charge of the soul” was an expression
uttered by Slater Brown. It was a metaphor in the level of phrase. That phrase was
a Verb Phrase (VP) as a whole since it had a verb as the head. The word soul
indicated a metaphoric expression. Soul was compared to life. Thus, “and charge
them full with the charge of the soul” meant charging them with a life that he should
devote himself forever to be always available for them as seen in context [15].
[15] “I SING THE BODY ELECTRIC…THE ARMIES OF THOSE I LOVE
ENGIRTH ME, AND I ENGIRTH THEM; THEY WILL NOT LET ME
OFF TILL I GO WITH THEM, RESPOND TO THEM, AND
DISCORRUPT THEM, AND CHARGE THEM FULL WITH THE
CHARGE OF THE SOUL!” (C15)
Teddy Roosevelt and Helen Keller were categorized as metonymy. They
were not mentioned to mean themselves, or their bodies. They were Noun Phrase
(NP) since they are names. As they were metonymy, they were actually the
presentation of their works. Lakoff and Johnson (2003) mentioned that the
metonymic concept could be the writer representing their work. In context [16],
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Teddy Roosevelt and Helen Keller represented the quotes written by them. They
were mentioned to show Maynard Reed’s favorite motivational quotes.
[16] In fact, Maynard Reed had become so interested in the daily staff meetings
that barely one went by when he didn’t show up, interrupting Motherlove
midsentence, in order to exhort them with a motivational quote—Teddy
Roosevelt and Helen Keller were favorites—while the staff listened politely.
(C16)
“Another six weeks to play around with” was an irony. It was a Noun Phrase
(NP) as a whole since it had a noun as the head. “Another six weeks” was explained
with a Verb Phrase (VP) “to play around with” as additional information that
indicated the ironic occurrence. If it was just seen as it was, it was not like irony but
considering context [17], context [18], and context [19], it was.
[17] The mayor had gained a gastronomical amount of weight since he’d started
gorging himself and there was growing concern he might slip into a diabetic
coma. (C17)
[18] “My guess is something’s happened to trigger a deep reaction in his psyche.
He feels vulnerable. He feels unprotected.” (C18)
[19] “He keeps eating like this, his heart’s gonna explode.” “How long we talking
about here, Doc?” “I don’t do hypotheticals, but I don’t think you’ve got
another six weeks to play around with.” (C19)
Playing around was literally a fun thing to do such as playing games, hanging out,
etc. However, in context [17], context [18], and context [19], it could be concluded
that “another six weeks to play around with” was not really a fun thing and six
weeks were quite long time. In the novel, that phrase meant another six weeks to
take care of the mayor intensively and give him treatments which were total disaster
for the mayor’s staff.
The researcher found simile, in 51 expressions, as the type of figurative
language features that was dominant in the phrase level. Simile is kind of metaphor
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but involving the usage of the word like or as (Davis, 2016). Phrases that were
simile found in the expressions of the novel were to explain the subject or object
existing in the expressions further as additional information. They showed some
comparisons or similarities, more or less similar to metaphor. Context had an
important role to determine a phrase is simile or not. If the like-phrase or as-phrase
indicated a comparison or similarity of one thing with another, then it was simile.
However, if like-phrase or as-phrase was used only to mention examples then it
was not simile. It depended on the context.
3. Types of Figurative Language Features in the Clause Level
Clause is a series of grammatical structure containing a subject and a
predicate at least, delivering a concept in a whole (Poole, 1999). There are two kinds
of clauses namely independent clause and subordinate clause. An independent
clause can stand as a sentence on its own but a subordinate clause needs to be
combined with an independent clause which acts as the main clause to make it
standing as a sentence. The clauses that were categorized as figurative expressions
in the clause level were the subordinate clauses because if they were independent
clauses they were put in sentence level instead of clause level. The researcher found
104 figurative expressions in the clause level.
The samples of figurative expressions found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to
See the Elephant in the level of clause were shown in Table 4.5. Only nine types of
figurative language features were found in the novel in which three expressions
were irony, 10 expressions were hyperbole, three expressions were meiosis, five
expressions were litotes, three expressions were metonymy, 15 expressions were
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metaphor, 51 expressions were simile, seven expressions were idiom, and seven
expressions were personification in the clause level. Clause level had the absence
of one type of figurative language features namely synecdoche. The researcher did
not find synecdoche clause in the novel. Thus, the type of figurative language
features that dominated this level was simile.

Table 4.5 The Samples of Figurative Expressions in the Clause Level

No

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Clause
But
that
had been in
the special
issue
devoted to
dyslexic
writers
That he was
a fruitcake
And
he
tried
without
success to
capture in
writing the
smell
of
eucalyptus
in the air
And if it
wasn’t
good news
That City
Hall was
working on
a plan to
rename the
Golden
Gate
Bridge

Figurative Language Types
Page Line
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P

√

√

√

√

√

9

1718

11

16

68

1719

144

1718

145

2-3
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No

6.

7.

8.
9.

Clause
And
his
scuffed
shoes
begged for
polish
Where the
staff waited
out
their
boss’s
shouting
like men
outside a
jail cell
“And stop
digging me
in the ribs”
And no one
could agree

Figurative Language Types
Page Line
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P
√

√

√
√

155

23

171

2324

271

15

284

1617

Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification

But that had been in the special issue devoted to dyslexic writers was
categorized as an irony. But was a conjunction to connect the main clause with the
subordinate clause and but-clause was the subordinate clause. But was usually used
to contrast two different things or conditions. But-clause usually objected or
contrasted the main clause that had been mentioned beforehand. As shown in
context [20], but that had been in the special issue devoted to dyslexic writers was
ironic because it expressed different condition from the actual condition.
[20] Yet here he was at twenty-five, rising each morning, trying to pull forth some
kind of original writing that would stand without support. There had been
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the one poem, published in The Bartleby Review. But that had been in the
special issue devoted to dyslexic writers. And he’d even faked that! (C20)
The actual condition was that Slater was not dyslexic. He was so healthy, free from
that kind of reading disorder. It was ironic that he even faked his condition to be a
dyslexic writer just because he wanted his writing to be published so bad.
That he was a fruitcake was a metaphor. The clause on its own would arouse
some questions such as who and why because it was still incomplete. Thus, it was a
subordinate clause and not a sentence yet. The word that indicates a relative clause
called non-wh relative clause because that clause defines or gives an explanation
about subject or object in the main clause (Sag, 1997). It was a metaphor as seen in
context [21]. Figuratively, it conveyed different meaning from its literal meaning.
In the literal meaning, fruitcake was kind of cake containing a lot of dried fruit such
as raisins. However, a human could not be a fruitcake. Therefore, in the novel,
fruitcake was an analogy for craziness. In context [21], that he was a fruitcake
meant he was a crazy dreamer.
[21] He’d come to San Francisco expressly for the purpose of writing something
that would last forever. Only he didn’t feel he could share this personal
ambition with just anyone. They would think what? That he was a fruitcake!
That he had lost contact with reality? (C21)
Slater’s ambition was the kind that was not realistic. It was almost impossible for
all people to remember someone’s writing forever. Hence, if he should share his
ambition to someone, he might be called crazy. Losing contact with reality was
mentioned in context [21] to show that people might call him a dreamer. In short,
the clause meant he was a crazy dreamer.
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And he tried without success to capture in writing the smell of eucalyptus in
the air was a meiosis. And was a conjunction to make a connection of clauses in
this case. It was to mention at least two things or occurrences. Therefore, there must
be a main clause mentioned before the subordinate clause as shown in context [22].
Then, and-clause was the second thing to mention. Without success was the
indicator of meiosis. It was to make a failure less noticeable. That way a failure was
presented in a humbler way (Davis, 2016) and it sounded less hurting. In context
[22], and he tried without success to capture in writing the smell of eucalyptus in
the air meant he failed to capture in writing the smell of eucalyptus in the air.
[22] He watched the clouds move across the sky like vessels from a distant
mooring and he tried without success to capture in writing the smell of
eucalyptus in the air. (C22)
And if it wasn’t good news was categorized as a litotes. And was a
conjunction that connected the subordinate clause with the main clause mentioned
beforehand in context [23]. The clause was a litotes clause because it involved a
negation shown in wasn’t good. It was uttered to mean the opposite condition as
shown in an example proposed by Davis (2016) which was something is not good
means it is bad. Thus, and if it wasn’t good news in context [23] meant if it was bad
news. Everything was about Tucker Oswell except if it was bad news.
[23] Among Tucker Oswell’s many character defects, the most interesting was
his ability to think that everything was about him, and if it wasn’t good news,
to take it remarkably personally. (C23)
That City Hall was working on a plan to rename the Golden Gate Bridge
was kind of metonymy. It would raise some questions such as who and why because
it was still an incomplete sentence. Thus, it was still a subordinate clause. The word
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that indicated a non-wh relative clause because the clause, in context [24], defined
or gave an explanation about the latest story reported by the Trumpet (Sag, 1997).
It was a metonymy because City Hall did not bring the meaning of an administration
building belonged to municipal government in this case. It represented a subject
instead. Metonymy can refer to people who work in the institution or the
representatives of the institution by simply mentioning the institution’s name itself
(Lakoff & Johnson, 2003). Hence, City Hall was mentioned in context [24] to refer
to the mayor, city council, and their staff. In short, that City Hall was working on a
plan to rename the Golden Gate Bridge conveyed a message that the mayor, city
council, and their staff were working on a plan to give a new name to the Golden
Gate Bridge.
[24] He frothed and fumed about the latest story in the Trumpet reporting that
City Hall was working on a plan to rename the Golden Gate Bridge (which
it was) in a secret initiative that would solicit the highest bid from a list of
multinational corporations. (C24)
And his scuffed shoes begged for polish was a personification clause. And
was a conjunction that connected the subordinate clause with the main clause
mentioned beforehand in context [25]. It connected two linear issues. And-clause
in this case was kind of personification because it showed human’s ability was
owned by nonhuman entity. Shoes was an inanimate entity so literally it had no
ability to beg like a person does. Context [25] showed that Slater always wore the
same outfit and footwear every day. Thus, his shoes turned to be scuffed shoes and
looked poor. And his scuffed shoes begged for polish was uttered to mean that he
needed to polish his shoes to make them to be looking good.
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[25] He’d worn the same trousers to work all week and his scuffed shoes begged
for polish. (C25)
Where the staff waited out their boss’s shouting like men outside a jail cell
was a simile. It was a subordinate clause because it was only additional information
explaining the anteroom in the mayor’s office together with its condition as shown
in context [26]. The word where indicated that the subordinate clause was a relative
clause called wh-relatives (Sag, 1997). Where the staff waited out their boss’s
shouting like men outside a jail cell was a simile because it involved the usage of
the word like in the clause. It explained that in the anteroom the staff waited out
their boss’s shouting terribly loud and noisy in a crazy manner passing through a
long line of his staff.
[26] William Heck returned to the anteroom outside the mayor’s office, where
the staff waited out their boss’s shouting like men outside a jail cell. (C26)
“And stop digging me in the ribs” was a fixed form. It was an idiom. And
was a conjunction that connected the subordinate clause with the main clause
mentioned beforehand in context [27]. It connected two kinds of order uttered by
Motherlove. Idiom conveys non-compositional meaning of a grammatical structure
(Davis, 2016). It has different meaning from the meaning of its component words
(Harley, 2005). Thus, the and-clause in context [27] did not mean really digging
someone in the bones inside the middle part of his or her body. This idiom meant
poking someone on the chest usually using the finger in a quick way to get someone
to notice on something. Therefore, in context [27], Motherlove mentioned the
second order for Niebald not to poke on a part of his body using the elbow by
uttering “and stop digging me in the ribs”.
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[27] Niebald nodded his head in agreement and elbowed his partner a third time.
“WELL, YOU ASK HIM, THEN!” snapped Motherlove. “AND STOP
DIGGING ME IN THE RIBS.” (C27)
And no one could agree was a hyperbolic clause. And was a conjunction that
connected the subordinate clause with the main clause mentioned beforehand in
context [28]. It connected a sequence of occurrences. Context [28] showed that the
and-clause was preceded by two occurrences in the sentence involving the clause.
It was hyperbolic because it said no one. In fact, it was just mostly people who did
not agree. An example had been given by Akmajian, Demers, Farmer, and Harnish
(2001) which was no one understands me in which it is only not enough people
understanding the speaker but the speaker uses the term no one to mean not enough
people. It was similar to context [28]. It exaggerated the expression to say no one
when there were still even only a few people who did agree. There must be someone
at least. And no one could agree meant it was just not enough people could agree.
[28] “I’m telling you right now, it was those damn UFOs started this,” said Edgar
Schilling, who insisted he’d seen a series of lightning balls coming from a
silver UFO “with a parachute on top of it.” Others said more of the same,
although each description was slightly different, and no one could agree
where in the city the fire had first started. (C28)
It has been mentioned that simile, in 51 expressions, was the type of
figurative language features that frequently found in the clause level. Simile is kind
of metaphor but involving the usage of the word like or as (Davis, 2016). Clauses
that were similes found in the expressions of the novel were to explain the subject
or object existing in the expression further as additional information. They showed
some comparisons or similarities, more or less similar to metaphor. Context had an
important role to determine a clause was simile or not. If the clauses involving the
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word like, as, as…as, or as if-clause indicated comparisons or similarities of one
thing with another thing then it was simile. However, if the word like or as in the
clauses was used only to mention examples then it was not simile.
4. Types of Figurative Language Features in the Sentence Level
Sentences can be in the form of one independent clause or more. It allows
the presence of more than one subject or predicate. The clauses existing in the
sentence can be combined by using conjunctions. If a sentence consists of one
independent and one subordinate clause or more, then it is a complex sentence
(Breen, 2015). There were 402 figurative expressions found in the level of sentence.
Sentence level was the dominant level that expressed figurative expressions rather
than the word, phrase, or clause levels.
The samples of figurative expressions found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going
to See the Elephant in the level of sentence were shown in Table 4.6. All ten types
of figurative language features were found in the novel in which 18 expressions
were irony, 56 expressions were hyperbole, five expressions were meiosis, 22
expressions were litotes, 17 expressions were metonymy, eight expressions were
synecdoche, 47 expressions were metaphor, 153 expressions were simile, 39
expressions were idiom, and 37 expressions were personification in the sentence
level. Thus, the type of figurative language features that dominated this level was
simile.
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Table 4.6 The Samples of Figurative Expressions in the Sentence Level

No

1.

2.

3.

4.

Sentence
Mrs.
C.
stood five
feet three
inches tall
and wore
her hair in a
huge neobeehive
hairdo that
forced her
sharp face
to compete
for attention
It
wasn’t
that
he
wasn’t
qualified
“These
lights don’t
pay
themselves”
The smart
money
around
town was
not
as
befuddled
by Tucker
Oswell’s
winning
track record
as they were
by
his
opponents

Figurative Language Types
Page Line
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P

√

√

√

√

17

6-8

23

5

25

23

65

2426
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No

Sentence

It was bonetired, with
navy blue
bags under
each
eye
and
two
5.
warts
perched like
archipelagos on
the end of a
wide nose
“The
fortune
‘May you
6. live
in
interesting
times’ is a
curse”
“Actually,
7. this story is
the map”
“We
just
8. opened the
kimono”
The
two
men reacted
9. as if struck
in the solar
plexus
“The
dispatcher
10.
said it was a
five-alarm”

Figurative Language Types
Page Line
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P

√

√

√
√

√

√

66

2224

80

2829

90

9-10

102

10

272

28

279

1213

Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification
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Mrs. C. stood five feet three inches tall and wore her hair in a huge neobeehive hairdo that forced her sharp face to compete for attention was hyperbolic.
That sentence had two clauses connected by a conjunction and. It described Mrs.
C’s height and how Mr. C’s hairstyle looked a way too much. To describe the height
of Mrs. C, the author did not directly mention the word height but wrote that she
stands five feet three inches tall which was uncommon. The hair was naturally on
the head and not worn unless it was a wig. Neo-beehive hairdo did not really exist.
Sharp face could not go for a competition. Thus, it was a hyperbole because it
mentioned standing five feet three inches tall, wearing hair, a huge neo-beehive
hairdo, and forcing sharp face to compete for attention. Figurative sentence Mrs. C.
stood five feet three inches tall and wore her hair in a huge neo-beehive hairdo that
forced her sharp face to compete for attention meant that Mrs. C was tall and had
classic up-do hair style with quite a big bun. It made her become as such the center
of attention. The context of this figurative expression was the sentence itself as
shown in context [29].
[29] Mrs. C. stood five feet three inches tall and wore her hair in a huge neobeehive hairdo that forced her sharp face to compete for attention. (C29)
It wasn’t that he wasn’t qualified was kind of litotes. That sentence had two
clauses, one independent clause it wasn’t and one subordinate clause that he wasn’t
qualified which was a relative clause more specifically called non-wh relative
clause (Sag, 1997). The that-clause gave the explanation about the subject it. It was
a litotes because it was an understatement involving the word not (Davis, 2016). It
showed a characteristic of ‘him’ by using a contrary characteristic together with the
word not. What the sentence meant was the same as what was written. However, it
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was expressed in the opposite way using a denial form. That sentence contained
double negations. The two negations existed in one sentence would turn the
negative sentence into affirmative sentence. Thus, it wasn’t that he wasn’t qualified
meant that he was qualified instead. It was supported by context [30].
[30] It wasn’t that he wasn’t qualified. It was much more fundamental than that.
It wasn’t what he could imagine a writer doing. The more he thought about
it, the more depressed he became. What kind of writer was he? (C30)
“These lights don’t pay themselves” was categorized as a personification.
The sentence consisted of only one independent clause. Hence, it only presented
one subject and one predicate. Litotes is an expression presenting a nonhuman
object or abstract concept uttered as if it is bestowed with life or human attributes
(Abrams, 1999). Lights were an inanimate entity but presented acting like a person.
It was impossible for lights doing an activity such as paying. Thus, that sentence
did not convey its literal meaning. “These lights don’t pay themselves was uttered
by Whilton in context [31] to deliver a message to Slater that we could not get
anything if we just sat around and did nothing because everything did not happen
by itself, we had to make it happen by doing something as much as he wanted him
to order something from him at least implicitly.
[31] “Jaysus, kid, you sit in here all day, marking down who knows what into
your notebooks, least you could do is buy a drink. These lights don’t pay
themselves.” (C31)
The smart money around town was not as befuddled by Tucker Oswell’s
winning track record as they were by his opponents was a metonymy. The sentence
had two clauses consisting two subjects and two predicates. The subject smart
money did not mean its literal meaning as something that we used in transaction
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and it was smart one. It was something attached to the subject representing the
subject (Davis, 2016). In context [32], smart money referred to the people who
were so rich and considered as experienced investors. Therefore, the smart money
around town was not as befuddled by Tucker Oswell’s winning track record as they
were by his opponents meant that the potential investors around the town were not
as confused by Tucker Oswell’s winning track record as they were by his
opponents.
[32] The smart money around town was not as befuddled by Tucker Oswell’s
winning track record as they were by his opponents. Oswell had the
unbelievable luck of consistently running against opponents who were, as
one memorable Trumpet editorial put it, “more full of shit than a Christmas
goose.” (C32)
It was bone-tired, with navy blue bags under each eye and two warts
perched like archipelagos on the end of a wide nose was a synecdoche. The
sentence consisted of more than one clause connected with conjunction and. It did
not convey literal meanings on bone, blue bags under each eye, warts, and nose. All
of them were parts of human body that referred to the subject. Therefore, it was a
synecdoche. Bone-tired meant an old figure, navy blue bags meant eye bags, and
the archipelago-wart meant dark freckles. Those descriptions referred to the bus
driver who was an old man as shown in context [33].
[33] He looked up to see the number 5 bus bearing down on him. He glanced at
the driver’s face as he climbed the stairs. It was bone-tired, with navy blue
bags under each eye and two warts perched like archipelagos on the end of
a wide nose. (C33)
“The fortune ‘May you live in interesting times’ is a curse” was an irony.
The expression consisted of one independent clause which stood on its own as a
sentence. That sentence had one subject and one predicate only. It was an irony
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because it presented two different things even shown in one sentence. The ‘may you
live in interesting times’ was a wish for fortune. Hence, it was supposed to be a
good thing or sign from a fortune cookie as shown in context [34]. However, it was
said to be a curse. The curse represented Slater’s current condition which was not
so good. Thus, in context [34], “the fortune ‘May you live in interesting times’ is a
curse” was ironic since he got such a wish when he was in difficulty most of the
time and furthermore ‘haphazard scraps’ was mentioned.
[34] The last was a slip from a fortune cookie he’d been given at lunch: “The
fortune ‘May you live in interesting times’ is a curse”. He concentrated on
these haphazard scraps of paper like a scientist who imagines he can conjure
a chemical explosion by staring at the periodic table. (C34)
“Actually, this story is the map” was a metaphor. It was a sentence
consisting of an independent clause. One subject and one predicate only existed in
the sentence. It was metaphoric because it compared the story to the map. In context
[36], the story did not really mean the map that showed a location of an area on the
earth. That comparative sentence carried a figurative expression (Davis, 2016).
“Actually, this story is the map” was uttered to deliver a message that the story
could lead them out of the immersed condition and hard times considering context
[35] and context [36].
[35] In fact, the Trumpet couldn’t afford most things—including a stable of
regular reporters—and the things it could afford were typically third-rate.
(C35)
[36] “Actually, this story is the map. The map that’s leading us out of the
wilderness,” said Maynard, looking at Slater lovingly, as if he’d just
discovered a Thoroughbred colt nibbling grass on the median strip. (C36)
“We just opened the kimono” was an idiom that could be found in idiom
dictionaries. That sentence consisted of one independent clause only. It contained
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one subject which was we and one predicate which was opened the kimono. If it
was interpreted as it was without considering any context, it might not be an idiom
but conveying the meaning of its components and grammatical structure instead.
However, in the novel, considering context [37], it was an idiom. According to
context [37], having such as expression would be irrelevant to the topic issue if it
was interpreted in literal meaning which was opening traditional clothes belongs to
Japan. Therefore, it was an idiomatic expression and fixed-form. “We just opened
the kimono” meant that we just revealed a secret or something hidden as shown in
context [37].
[37] “We just opened the kimono.” “Did you show them everything?”
“Everything, the assets, the financing. They were hungry for it all. We just
finished voting ten minutes ago on the whole package. We’ll have the title
to Transamerica building by Monday. Keep this on the down-low until the
deal’s signed. (C37)
The two men reacted as if struck in the solar plexus was categorized as a
simile. The sentence consisted of one subject which was two men and two
predicates which were reacted and struck in the solar plexus. The indicator of simile
in the sentence was the presence of as if. As if struck in the solar plexus explained
the reaction of the two men. Their reaction was similar to a reaction when someone
got hit at their solar plexus. However, in context [38], it conveyed an indirect
meaning. Solar plexus itself means the upper part of stomach. Thus, in the novel, it
did not mean that the two men produced some reactions because they got hit at the
upper part of their stomach. In short, the two men reacted as if struck in the solar
plexus actually meant they got shocked, upset, and sad which was painful and
shown in their facial expression as shown in context [38].
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[38] “I’M NOT COMING BACK.” The two men reacted as if struck in the solar
plexus. Their heads drooped downward and they suddenly took an intense
interest in the eyelets of their soaked shoes. (C38)
“The dispatcher said it was a five-alarm” was a meiosis. It was a complex
sentence since it had one independent clause which was the dispatcher said
combined with one subordinate clause which was it was a five-alarm (Breen, 2015).
Meiosis was shown in the term five-alarm. It indicated a fire alarm and serious one.
An understatement was expressed by mentioning five-alarm rather than fire alarm.
It was uttered to sound less important and deemphasize the bad news in that respect
(Davis, 2016). Hence, the bad news sounded lighter and the people who received
the message would not get too panicked. In short, when Mrs. Cagliostra said “the
dispatcher said it was a five-alarm,” she meant that the dispatcher talked about a
very serious fire which was happening. It was shown in context [39].
[39] “Slater? Slater, get up. That’s not a normal fire,” said Mrs. Cagliostra on the
other side of the door. “The dispatcher said it was a five-alarm.” For years
Mrs. Cagliostra had kept a police radio, turned low, next to her bed. “Must
be a big one.” (C39)
The researcher found simile, in 153 expressions, was the type of figurative
language features that was dominant in the sentence level. Simile was kind of
metaphor but involving the usage of the word like or as (Davis, 2016). Sentences
that were similes found in the expressions in the novel were to present the
explanation of the subject or object existing in the expressions further as additional
information. They showed some comparisons or similarities. Context had an
important role to determine a sentence was simile or not. If the sentences involving
the word like, as, as…as, or as if indicated comparisons or similarities of one thing
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with another thing then it was simile. However, if the word like or as in the
sentences was used only to mention examples then it was not simile.
It has been mentioned that the researcher found 255 similes in figurative
expressions existed in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant. Therefore, it
could be concluded that this type dominated the figurative expressions presented in
three levels of grammatical unit which were phrase level, clause level, and sentence
level. While in the word level, metaphor was the dominant type of figurative
language features. However, simile is also kind of metaphor (Davis, 2016). Hence,
it could be inferred that figurative expressions in the novel were mostly expressed
in comparative sentences presenting some comparisons or similarities of one thing
with another thing to explain and give extra information about the subject or object
of a topic issue.

B. The Discourse Goals of the Usage of Figurative Language Features
This section focused on answering the second research question. Thus, it
discussed the discourse goals of the usage of figurative language features found in
Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant, a novel telling about the journey of
the main character named Slater Brown to be the best writer. The researcher applied
the theory of discourse goal taxonomy proposed by Roberts and Kreuz (1994) to
answer the second research question. The researcher analyzed and categorized the
figurative expressions found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant into
19 discourse goals. They were being conventional, being unconventional, being
eloquent, being humorous, protecting the self, comparing similarities, contrasting
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differences, emphasizing, deemphasizing, adding interest, provoking thought,
differentiating groups, clarifying, being polite, getting attention, showing positive
emotion, showing negative emotion, guiding another’s actions, and managing the
discourse. According to the theory, one expression only meets one discourse goal.
Therefore, the researcher did some repetition in reading and analyzing the discourse
goal in order to find the most suitable and correct discourse goal of the figurative
expressions found in the novel.

Table 4.7 The General Findings of the Discourse Goals of Figurative Expressions

Discourse Goal

Total
Percentage
Number of
Expression
Getting attention
79
11.62%
Guiding another’s actions
79
11.62%
Being humorous
74
10.88%
Provoking thought
57
8.38%
Emphasizing
53
7.79%
Clarifying
50
7.35%
Adding interest
45
6.62%
Showing negative emotion
41
6.03%
Deemphasizing
40
5.88%
Showing positive emotion
36
5.29%
Comparing similarities
31
4.56%
Being unconventional
30
4.41%
Protecting the self
13
1.91%
Being conventional
11
1.62%
Contrasting differences
10
1.47%
Differentiating groups
10
1.47%
Being eloquent
9
1.32%
Managing the discourse
9
1.32%
Being polite
3
0.44%
Total
680
100%

There were 680 figurative expressions found in Rodes Fishburne’s Going
to See the Elephant. Those figurative expressions were analyzed and categorized
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into 19 discourse goals. The general findings were shown in Table 4.7 regardless
of the types of figurative language features. The researcher found 11 figurative
expressions were to be conventional; 30 figurative expressions were to be
unconventional; nine figurative expressions were to be eloquent; 74 figurative
expressions were to be humorous; 13 figurative expressions were to protect the self;
31 figurative expressions were to compare similarities; 10 figurative expressions
were to contrast differences; 53 figurative expressions were to emphasize; 40
figurative expressions were to deemphasize; 45 figurative expressions were to add
interest; 57 figurative expressions were to provoke thought; 10 figurative
expressions were to differentiate groups; 50 figurative expressions were to clarify;
three figurative expressions were to be polite; 79 figurative expressions were to get
attention; 36 figurative expressions were to show positive emotion; 41 figurative
expressions were to show negative emotion; 79 figurative expressions were to guide
another’s actions; and nine figurative expressions were to manage the discourse.
The discourse goals of figurative language features that were dominant in
the novel were to get attention and to guide another’s actions. Then, the discourse
goal that had the least number was to be polite. Other discourse goals that had small
number were also to be eloquent, to manage the discourse, to contrast differences,
to differentiate groups, to be conventional, and to protect the self. Then, to be
unconventional, to be humorous, to compare similarities, to emphasize, to
deemphasize, to add interest, to provoke thought, to clarify, to show positive
emotion, and to show negative emotion had the average percentages of occurrences.
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Then, the analysis of the discourse goals of the usage of figurative language
features based on the types of figurative language features was shown in Table 4.8
as follows:

Table 4.8 The Discourse Goals of Figurative Expressions Based on Figurative
Language Types

Discourse goal
Getting
attention
Guiding
another’s
actions
Being humorous
Provoking
thought
Emphasizing
Clarifying
Adding interest
Showing
negative
emotion
Deemphasizing
Showing
positive
emotion
Comparing
similarities
Being
unconventional
Protecting the
self
Being
conventional
Contrasting
differences
Differentiating
groups
Being eloquent

Figurative Language Types
Mei L
My Sy Mr Si

Ir

H

Id

P

2

13

2

0

4

0

11

31

3

13

0

9

2

2

1

1

9

33

18

4

1

5

0

0

0

0

6

55

2

5

3

8

1

3

3

3

14

15

3

4

3
3
0

14
7
5

0
3
3

1
5
0

2
2
3

1
1
1

6
4
9

13
16
12

8
7
7

5
2
5

5

10

0

2

1

3

5

11

4

0

0

3

6

9

1

1

7

5

5

3

1

6

0

3

1

0

8

7

7

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

30

0

0

0

8

0

0

0

0

10

10

2

0

2

0

0

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

2

1

0

2

0

0

0

5

1

0

1

0

0

3

1

0

1

3

1

0

0

0

1

0

8

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

1

4

1
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Discourse goal
Managing the
discourse
Being polite
Total

Figurative Language Types
Mei L
My Sy Mr Si

Ir

H

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0
23

0
89

0
19

0
32

0
31

0
11

1
97

Id

P

5

1

0

0
255

2
78

0
45

Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification

As shown in Table 4.8 each type of figurative language features did not
always meet all of the discourse goals. Irony was mostly found to show negative
emotion, presented in five expressions out of 23. Hyperbole was frequently used to
emphasize something, presented in 14 expressions out of 89. Then, meiosis had six
expressions, out of 19, dominantly to deemphasize something. Litotes had nine
expressions, out of 32, that were also dominant to deemphasize something like
meiosis because both expressed understatements. Metonymy was dominant to
differentiate groups, presented in eight expressions out of 31. Synecdoche was
mostly found to provoke thought and to show negative emotion, presented in three
expressions of each type, out of 11. Then, metaphor had 14 expressions, out of 97,
frequently to provoke thought as well. Simile had 55 expressions, out of 255,
dominantly to be humorous. It had different dominant discourse goal from
metaphor even though simile is kind of metaphor. Idiom was mostly used to guide
another’s actions, presented in 18 expressions out of 78. Finally, personification
had 13 expressions, out of 45, that were frequently used to get attention. The
researcher provided samples, taken from the data of figurative expressions, in the
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discussion of each discourse goal. The samples of 680 expressions with the analysis
of the discourse goal taxonomy were attached in the appendices.
1. Getting Attention
There were eight types of figurative language features with a discourse goal
to get attention. They were irony, hyperbole, meiosis, metonymy, metaphor, simile,
idiom, and personification. Two types others namely litotes and synecdoche were
not found in this discourse goal. It had two expressions of irony as in nebula; 13
expressions of hyperbole as in clots of people; two expressions of meiosis as in
backlog; four expressions of metonymy as in in the manner of Wordsworth et al;
11 expressions of metaphor as in a wave of ecstasy overtook him; 31 expressions of
simile as in like a beast in the fog; three expressions of idiom as in the Frenchman
appeared unbidden at their elbows; and 13 expressions of personification as in the
very idea of it beat down on him
Getting attention had simile as the dominant type of figurative language
features. This discourse goal had 31 simile expressions, out of 79, indicating this
discourse goal. It was seen in the expression like a beast in the fog, supported by
context [40].
[40] He could hear the fire engines wailing in the distance and then he saw one,
like a beast in the fog, swerving around the corner with a dozen men hanging
on to the side. He ran as fast as he could and caught the tail end of the truck
just as it turned onto Broadway. (C40)
Like a beast in the fog presented extra information about the fire truck. The
comparison carried by that simile was to get attention. Beast was unusual thing to
mention because it would be so scary if it existed around people. Thus, people
would be interested in the topic issue and paid attention on it when beast was
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mentioned. Beast explained that the siren of the fire truck was terribly loud and
noisy; its movement was quick even when it was avoiding other vehicles which was
very dangerous; and the size of the fire truck was quite big. Besides, the weather
was foggy. Hence, a beast in the fog was the most suitable comparison for the fire
truck and its action. Yet, it attracted the message receiver’s attention.
2. Guiding Another’s Actions
There were nine types with a discourse goal to guide another’s action
namely hyperbole, meiosis, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor, simile,
idiom, and personification. Irony was the only type that was absent to guide
another’s actions in the novel. It had nine expressions of hyperbole as in soaking in
the downtown atmospherics; two expressions of meiosis as in speaking into tiny
phones; two expressions of litotes as in he told himself it wasn’t so bad; one
expression of metonymy which was the truth was he’d discovered an old
Klugelman letterpress in the basement of the English department; one expression
of synecdoche which was a fleshy black face appeared, framed in the driver’s
window; nine expressions of metaphor as in turning each breath into a battle; 33
expressions of simile as in like a warped divining rod, he always found the dirty
water; 18 expressions of idiom as in unconsciously holding his breath; and four
expressions of personification as in something about the watercolor sketch of a
small rowboat on the front prompted her to save it.
Guiding another’s actions had simile as the dominant type of figurative
language features. It had 33 simile expressions, out of 79, indicating this discourse
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goal. The example that met the discourse goal to guide another’s actions is like a
warped divining rod, he always found the dirty water, as seen in context [41].
[41] His reputation as a political force was not widely known beyond the confines
of the West Coast, but inside the state his tenacity, charm, and willingness
to win at all costs were envied by even his fiercest enemies. Oswell, whose
early critics labeled him with the nickname “Tucker the Fucker” during a
hotly contested race for fourth-grade class president, was remarkable for his
natural ability to make the most politically astute decision possible
regardless of its moral implications. Like a warped divining rod, he always
found the dirty water. (C41)
The word like indicated a simile. It compared Tucker Oswell’s dirty politics
strategies to a warped divining rod. That simile gave a comparative analogy
explaining what he usually did to get what he wanted included to win the elections.
Like a warped divining rod, he always found the dirty was mentioned to guide
another’s actions because by noticing his way through that simile could stimulate
his side and his enemies to do some actions as shown in context [41]. The simile
showed that Tucker Oswell would always order his people to run dirty strategy for
the sake of his political life. Consequently, his enemies would do some actions to
go against him in order to block his way.
3. Being Humorous
There were six types with the discourse goal to be humorous namely irony,
hyperbole, metaphor, simile, idiom, and personification. This discourse goal had
the absences of meiosis, litotes, metonymy, and synecdoche. There were one
expression of irony which was Slater Brown had closed the door behind him,
leaving the three men to wonder if they’d just had a group hallucination; five
expressions of hyperbole as in this too received a gale of laughter; six expressions
of metaphor as in noisy fecker; 55 expressions of simile as in it had become common
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place to see him with powdered sugar coating his lips, like the wipe-away from a
Kabuki mask; two expressions of idiom as in “right up to the day I beat the pants
off him”; and five expressions of personification as in above him the stars of
Orion’s Belt winked, oblivious to the tumult beneath them.
Being eloquent had simile as the dominant type of figurative language
features. It had 55 simile expressions, out of 74, indicating this discourse goal.
Simile had a big contribution to be humorous as it was mostly used to express this
discourse goal (Roberts & Kreuz, 1994). It was seen in the sentence it had become
common place to see him with powdered sugar coating his lips, like the wipe-away
from a Kabuki mask, supported by context [42].
[42] The mayor was already a fan of the boulangerie on Jackson Square; it had
become common place to see him with powdered sugar coating his lips, like
the wipe-away from a Kabuki mask, at seven in the morning. Lunch had
evolved into feasts that might include sweet-and-sour ginger ribs from the
famous Happy Immortal Chinese restaurant and two medium-rare
hamburgers with chanterelle mushrooms and Sonoma blue cheese crumbles
ordered straight from the Paladin’s Grill. A midafternoon snack might
employ some handmade beignets from Babu’s dipped in chocolate fondue
and washed down with his new favorite drink, pomegranate juice over
crushed ice. (C42)
The simile expression presented how the mayor’s face looked like while
enjoying his meal which was similar to the Kabuki mask. The like-phrase showed
extra information about the subject the mayor. Kabuki mask is a Japanese mask
used in a traditional dance or performance. The mayor had powdered sugar covering
his lips while enjoying the sweets from boulangerie. It made his face looked like a
Kabuki mask. Actually, the real Kabuki mask looks scary. However, it looked
funny on the mayor’s face since it was just a faded Kabuki-mask-look, combined
with his build which was so plump and fat and his cheeks must be chubby. Thus,
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the sentence was expressed to be humorous and inviting laughter. In short, it had
become common place to see him with powdered sugar coating his lips, like the
wipe-away from a Kabuki mask shown in context [42] meant seeing him with
powdered sugar all over his lips and surrounding made him looked messy and
funny.
4. Provoking Thought
All 10 types of figurative language features had a discourse goal to provoke
thought. There were three expressions of irony as in the irony was that Milo had
gained remarkable insight by watching the red computer’s processes at the chess
match; eight expressions of hyperbole as in “why not splice the longevity gene from
a redwood tree into human DNA?”; one expression of meiosis which was the word
“peruse” had always sounded a little fishy to her; three expressions of litotes as in
it wasn’t right; three expressions of metonymy as in is the city listening to me?;
three expressions of synecdoche as in “how about that birdbrain owns half of
downtown?”; 14 expressions of metaphor as in shoes; 15 expressions of simile as
in as long as you shine, what does it matter which lantern you use?; three
expressions of idiom as in everyone holds their breath; and four expressions of
personification as in talking table told a secret.
Provoking thought had simile as the dominant type of figurative language
features. It had 15 simile expressions, out of 57, indicating this discourse goal.
Simile was predictable to provoke thought as it was frequently used to express this
discourse goal (Roberts & Kreuz, 1994). It was seen in the question as long as you
shine, what does it matter which lantern you use? as shown in context [43].
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[43] Newspapers were where writers of promise found their footing. As long as
you shine, what does it matter which lantern you use? he wrote in his yellow
notebook. Even if the lantern is a Trumpet! (C43)
As…as indicated simile in the expression. It compared you to the lantern.
That question would stimulate many kinds of answers because the question was
presented in a figurative expression which was simile. Hence, it was used to
provoke thought. In context [43], lantern carried meaning of something to start with
or something we used to be successful. Therefore, as Slater working in a newspaper
company, that question could provoke a thought such as the point was to find a
story, any stories, no matter what kind of story it was.
5. Emphasizing
There were nine types with a discourse goal to emphasize something namely
irony, hyperbole, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor, simile, idiom, and
personification. This discourse goal only had the absence of meiosis. There were
three expressions of irony as in “but if you have an ounce of brains in your head”;
14 expressions of hyperbole as in with the confidence of a pharaoh handing down
a death sentence; one expression of litotes which was not that the story wasn’t true;
two expressions of metonymy as in I wanted to write, but more important I wanted
to be read; one expression of synecdoche which was the eyes around the table; six
expressions of metaphor as in elephant; 13 expressions of simile as in like a ring
around the sun; eight expressions of idiom as in flat out; and five expressions of
personification as in for the world to see.
The discourse goal to emphasize had hyperbole as the dominant type of
figurative language features. It had 14 hyperbolic expressions, out of 53, indicating
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this discourse goal. It was seen in the expression with the confidence of a pharaoh
handing down a death sentence, supported by context [44].
[44] Before Slater Brown dismissed the offending book—with the confidence of
a pharaoh handing down a death sentence—he would invariably flip to the
back of the dust jacket and read the author’s biography. In its own way this
little slice of information was more important to him than the book itself.
(C44)
The hyperbolic expression in context [44] was used to emphasize his
characteristic of his action. It was uncommon to say that an ordinary person had the
confidence of a pharaoh handing down a death sentence. Thus, it was a hyperbole
since the confidence was described in an exaggerated way. Slater did not have any
hesitation or doubt to do the action of flipping to the back of the books. He
considered the author’s biography that was usually put in the back cover of a book
as the most important information of a book. Thus, he was always very confident
and excited to directly go to the back cover of the book whenever he read a book.
With the confidence of a pharaoh handing down a death sentence was expressed to
emphasize his confidence.
6. Clarifying
The researcher found all 10 types with a discourse goal to clarify. This
discourse goal had three expressions of irony as in “you don’t have the brain for
it”; seven expressions of hyperbole as in it had been three days and he had heard
nothing; three expressions of meiosis as in “poor little golden boy got hurt”; five
expressions of litotes as in it wasn’t that he wasn’t qualified; two expressions of
metonymy as in that City Hall was working on a plan to rename the Golden Gate
Bridge; one expression of synecdoche which was all twenty eyes glistened with
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anticipation; four expressions of metaphor as in a ripe city ready for harvest; 16
expressions of simile as in he noticed her short black haircut, which ended at the
nape of her neck like a flame; seven expressions of idiom as in under their noses
all this time; and two expressions of personification as in clock reads 8:49 p.m.
Clarifying had simile as the dominant type of figurative language features.
It had 16 simile expressions, out of 50, indicating this discourse goal. It was seen
in the sentence he noticed her short black haircut, which ended at the nape of her
neck like a flame, supported by context [45].
[45] He noticed her full lips; she noticed the blotches of ink on his much-bitten
fingers; he noticed her short black haircut, which ended at the nape of her
neck like a flame; she noticed his large eyes were those of a dreamer, which
was altogether not a bad thing; he noted that she was not beautiful in the
establishment sense of the word— (C45)
The word like indicated simile. The like-phrase gave additional information
about her hair. It has been mentioned beforehand that her hair was short and black.
Thus, like flame was expressed to clarify how her hair looked like in more detail.
The picture of flame had the characteristics of wavy, fluffy, and reddish. As shown
in context [45], the expression showed that the shape of the end of her hair was
wavy, fluffy, and reddish. In short, an extra detail was mentioned in the simile to
clarify the description of her hair.
7. Adding Interest
Eight types of figurative language features had a discourse goal to add
interest. They were hyperbole, meiosis, metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor, simile,
idiom, and personification. Then, two other types namely irony and litotes were
absent in this discourse goal. It had five expressions of hyperbole as in floated into
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view; three expressions of meiosis as in little slice of information; three expressions
of metonymy as in selling the San Francisco Giants to the city of Anchorage; one
expression of synecdoche which was it was bone-tired, with navy blue bags under
each eye and two warts perched like archipelagos on the end of a wide nose; nine
expressions of metaphor as in but this was still a city of newspaper; 12 expressions
of simile as in her eyes, quick and intense, glistened like black agates; seven
expressions of idiom as in and she had her eyes on him; and five expressions of
personification as in two chair legs hit the floor.
Simile was the dominant type of figurative language features that was
mostly used to add interest. Although metaphor was more interesting than simile
(Roberts & Kreuz. 1994), in fact it was more dominant to add interest in the novel.
There were 12 simile expressions, out of 45, indicating this discourse goal. The
example was in the expression her eyes, quick and intense, glistened like black
agates, as shown in context [46].
[46] He judged her to be about his age. Her eyes, quick and intense, glistened like
black agates. (C46)
The simile involved the word like in the expression. Like-phrase gave extra
information about the subject, her eyes. Agate is a special stone that is sparkling
and usually used to make some accessories or jewelry. Thus, it is a very interesting
kind of stone. The eyes were described as quick, intense, and glistened which
explained the beauty of them. Therefore, her beautiful eyes were compared to the
black agates to add interest on the eyes as seen in context [46].
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8. Showing Negative Emotion
Eight types of figurative language features had a discourse goal to show
negative emotion. They were irony, hyperbole, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche,
metaphor, simile, and idiom. Then, two other types namely meiosis and
personification were not found to show negative emotion in the novel. There were
five expressions of irony as in “the fortune ‘May you live in interesting times’ is a
curse”; 10 expressions of hyperbole as in rough morning; two expressions of litotes
as in it wasn’t great; one expression of metonymy which was if he’d once doubted
that the city was listening to him; three expressions of synecdoche as in sour-faced;
five expressions of metaphor as in dumb luck; 11 expressions of simile as in he
twisted and turned out of their hands like an unhappy newborn; and four
expressions of idiom as in his knees went weak.
The researcher found simile was the dominant type of figurative language
features, used to show negative emotion. It has 11 simile expressions, out of 41,
indicating this discourse goal. It was seen in the sentence he twisted and turned out
of their hands like an unhappy newborn, supported by context [47].
[47] Havram lifted his cane to smash the computer monitor, but he was standing
five feet away and all he managed to do was slash the air until security guards
led him off. He twisted and turned out of their hands like an unhappy
newborn. (C47)
Like-phrase gave an extra explanation about Havram’s feeling that
supported his action as seen in context [47]. An unhappy newborn was mentioned
to show that Havram had a negative feeling at the moment, expressed in his actions.
Thus, it was used to show negative emotion. That simile explained that he wriggled
and kept moving because he was angry and he wanted to escape from the securities’
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hands. His emotion and actions were similar to an unhappy newborn. Hence, that
like-phrase was used as the comparison of his emotion and actions and as the picture
of negative emotion.
9. Deemphasizing
The researcher found nine types with a discourse goal to deemphasize
something namely hyperbole, meiosis, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor,
simile, idiom, and personification. Irony was the only type that was not found in
this discourse goal. There were three expressions of hyperbole as in and no one
could agree where in the city the fire had first started; six expressions of meiosis
as in tiny bed; nine expressions of litotes as in not far; one expression of metonymy
which was “box of rock”; one expression of synecdoche which was faces; seven
expressions of metaphor as in but he was just a baby; five expressions of simile as
in or what looked like a series of great accomplishments to some; five expressions
of idiom as in playing hooky; and three expressions of personification as in the
buses whizzing past.
Litotes was the dominant type of figurative language features, used to
deemphasize something. It had nine litotes expressions, out of 40, indicating to
deemphasize something. It was seen in the phrase not far, supported by context
[48].
[48] The singing had stopped. Spread out on the ground, not far from where he’d
exited the hedgerow, a little red-and-black blanket lay beneath a pair of black
sandals. (C48)
Litotes was indicated by the usage of the word not (Davis, 2016). Not far
had the same meaning as near. It was just expressed in a negation. It was used to
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deemphasize the distance in order to make it humbler and lighter. In the form of
negation, that expression had a purpose which was deemphasizing (Davis, 2016).
In context [48], it meant that the little red-and-black blanket was laid beneath a pair
of black sandals, near where he has exited the hedgerow.
10. Showing Positive Emotion
The researcher found eight types with a discourse goal to show positive
emotion. They were irony, hyperbole, litotes, metonymy, metaphor, simile, idiom,
and personification. Meiosis and synecdoche were absent in this discourse goal.
There were one expression of irony which was with a pendulum’s logic, Slater
Brown decided to forget about forever and instead write something successful; six
expressions of hyperbole as in fire his ambition; three expressions of litotes as in
not bad; one expression of metonymy which was it was as if the city were agreeing
with him; eight expressions of metaphor as in twenty-nine; seven expressions of
simile as in “sure as turkeys fly it’ll come back”; seven expressions of idiom as in
to carry the day; and three expressions of personification as in his heart roared.
Metaphor was the dominant type of figurative language features that was
mostly used to show positive emotion. There were eight metaphoric expressions,
out of 36, indicating to show positive emotion. The example was in the word
twenty-nine, as shown in context [49] and context [50].
[49] There was a kind of numerological destiny to twenty-nine. If you haven’t
anted up the chips of imagination by twenty-nine, then what are you? Just a
professional mourner, looking back, pulling away on the wrong train, your
voice caught in your throat, unable to attract the attention of the impatient
conductor. By the age of twenty-nine James Baldwin and Saul Bellow and T.
S. Eliot and Fitzgerald and Rilke and— (C49)
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[50] By the age of twenty-nine Hemingway and Chekhov and O. Henry had
pulled themselves together for the world to see, walked to center stage,
forgotten the lisp or canker sore, the bunched-up underwear, their mother’s
stink-eye, and killed—killed! — the audience. (C50)
The word twenty-nine was metaphorical. It carried another meaning rather
than the number as it was just like a metaphor does (Lazar, 2003). That metaphor
was mentioned to show positive emotion because it brought positive spirit that
motivated Slater Brown to catch his dream to be the best writer. Considering context
[49] and context [50], twenty-nine indicated the age in which it carried the meaning
of anything that could make good things happen and fulfil a desire. Also, it could
be like a lucky number. For example, twenty-nine could buy imagination; then at
the age of twenty-nine the famous writers and poets got their success so that the
people recognized them as shown in context [49] and context [50]. Thus, the good
motivation of positive thought could be used to show positive emotion.
11. Comparing Similarities
The researcher only found two types with a discourse goal to compare
similarities namely metaphor and simile. This discourse goal had the absences of
eight types namely irony, hyperbole, meiosis, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche,
idiom, and personification. It was predictable that the discourse goal to compare
similarities was only found in these two types (Roberts & Kreuz, 1994). There were
one expression of metaphor which was numinous mirror and 30 expressions of
simile as in it was like watching a bee sting itself over and over again.
Simile was the dominant type of figurative language features that was
frequently used to compare similarities. Although a comparison using a simile was
less strong than using a metaphor (Roberts & Kreuz. 1994), in fact it was more
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dominant to compare similarities in the novel. There were 30 simile expressions,
out of 31, indicating this discourse goal. It was seen in the sentence it was like
watching a bee sting itself over and over again, supported by context [51].
[51] Reading the first sentences of the greatest books in the English language in
order to feel superior, and then reading the author’s biography was not a
pastime that ever caused Slater to get much writing accomplished, and
seemed to be responsible for his current state of stasis. It was like watching
a bee sting itself over and over again. (C51)
The sentence showed the comparison between the feeling to be in Slater’s
current state of stasis and the feeling of watching a bee stings itself over and over
again. The feelings were so similar which were tiring and painful. The simile was
expressed telling the extra information that it was painful to watch a bee stings itself
and it was tiring to watch it over and over again. It was used to compare its similarity
to the feeling of the subject to be in his current state of stasis.
12. Being Unconventional
The researcher found that four types had a discourse goal to be
unconventional namely hyperbole, metaphor, simile, and idiom. Irony, meiosis,
litotes, metonymy, synecdoche, and personification were absent in this discourse
goal. There were eight expressions of hyperbole as in they were greeted by the
beginnings of a rain shower that would otherwise not have merited mention but for
the fact that each and every drop was chartreuse; 10 expressions of metaphor as in
but just now he wanted to eat the city; 10 expressions of simile as in crepuscular
rays shot like golden lasers from the clouds; and two expressions of idiom as in
going to see the elephant.
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There were two types of figurative language that were frequently used to be
unconventional. They were metaphor and simile. Each of them had 10 expressions
out of 30, indicating this discourse goal. For example, the metaphor but just now he
wanted to eat the city and the simile crepuscular rays shot like golden lasers from
the clouds were to be unconventional as seen in context [52] and context [53].
[52] For San Francisco’s most recent arrival, there was so much to capture: the
city’s bright streets, the shimmer of water just beyond the tallest buildings,
the clangor of the cosmopolis. He wanted to see it all—everything—first.
Fast and messy. There would be time to circle back later, to double-check,
to consider thoughtfully. But just now he wanted to eat the city. (C52)
The metaphor but just now he wanted to eat the city expressed Slater’s wish
toward the beauty of San Francisco and the occurrences in the city. It carried
different meaning from its literal meaning (Lazar, 2003). A human could not eat a
large town. Thus, that expression was untrue in literal meaning. Therefore, to say
someone wanted to eat a city was unconventional. The actual meaning of that
expression was that Slater wanted to see and know every single thing that existed
in the city but expressed in figurative expression as it was explained in context [52].
The message receiver would think it was unusual or uncommon to hear such an
expression.
[53] He crossed his arms and looked out at the western slope of San Francisco. A
storm was rolling in over the Pacific. Farther out, halfway to the smudged
outline of the Farallon Islands, crepuscular rays shot like golden lasers from
the clouds. The only noise in the otherwise breathless laboratory came from
the fans cooling the racks of computers running algorithm simulations. (C53)
The simile crepuscular rays shot like golden lasers from the clouds
expressed the similarity between the crepuscular rays and the golden lasers,
supported by the existence of the word like to indicate the simile in the expression.
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Those two similar things were uncommon to be used in daily conversation. Not all
people knew the meaning of the term ‘crepuscular rays’. It was kind of a special
term. Thus, that expression was used to be unconventional. In context [53],
crepuscular rays shot like golden lasers from the clouds indicated that it was almost
the sunset time but in an unconventional expression. The ‘western slope’ was
mentioned in context [53] indicating evening time since the sun sets to the west.
When the day was getting late, it would get quieter. Thus, the noise of the fans in
the laboratory was the only sound that could be heard. Then, the sunset rays that
were radiated through the clouds were described like golden lasers because the
sunset rays usually had golden complexion which was similar to golden lasers.
13. Protecting the Self
Six types of figurative language features had a discourse goal to protect the
self. They were irony, litotes, metonymy, metaphor, simile, and idiom. Then, four
other types namely hyperbole, meiosis, synecdoche, and personification were not
found in this discourse goal. This discourse goal had two expressions of irony as in
everyone wanted a moment of his time; two expressions of litotes as in maybe San
Francisco wasn’t the right place for him; three expressions of metonymy as in
where fancy hotels often wanted to make sure the views from their penthouse suites
remained unobstructed; one expression of metaphor which was the frequent
departures were just more salt in the open wound that was the Trumpet’s
institutional ego; two expressions of simile as in “I’m like a tour guide!”; and three
expressions of idiom as in “the Christmas goose comes home to roost, but not
before he calls a truce”.
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Two types of figurative language features were dominant to protect the self.
They were metonymy and idiom. Each of them had three expressions out of 13,
indicating to protect the self. The examples that met the discourse goal to protect
the self were the metonymy where fancy hotels often wanted to make sure the views
from their penthouse suites remained unobstructed and the idiom “the Christmas
goose comes home to roost, but not before he calls a truce,” as seen in context [54]
and context [55].
[54] “Oh,” said Maynard in a knowing tone, “air rights are promises from
buildings to their neighbors that they won’t build their top floors any higher
than their current location.” This was particularly valuable in downtown
venues where fancy hotels often wanted to make sure the views from their
penthouse suites remained unobstructed. (C54)
The metonymy expression explained the demand of the fancy hotels and the
fancy hotels referred to the managers of the hotels and the workers who were in the
hotel management. However, the phrase fancy hotels was mentioned rather than the
names of the managers or the workers or the hotel’s name. It was done in order to
protect the self so that people would not notice the particular names. Therefore, in
context [54], where fancy hotels often wanted to make sure the views from their
penthouse suites remained unobstructed explained that the hotel management,
consisting of the managers and the workers, demanded the clear views from their
penthouse, free from any obstructions such as higher buildings of their neighbors.
[55] “Bro,” said Duane, “what if we hassle anybody seen giving gifts to that
wackjob? We can blacklist them. Or we audit them. Or fine them! What if
we get the Board of Supervisors to pass a law fining the giving of gifts?”
The mayor’s eyes were so glazed over from a breakfast sugar buzz he hadn’t
been paying attention. He opened his mouth: “The Christmas goose comes
home to roost, but not before he calls a truce.” (C55)
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The idiom in context [55] was uttered by the mayor to give self-motivation
to get revenge on Slater Brown. He tried to convey that message to Duane Oswell
using that idiom. That way he tried to protect himself from feeling down and upset.
“The Christmas goose comes home to roost, but not before he calls a truce” as
shown in context [55] meant someone would not cause a problem for him-/herself
if others did not initiate a conflict first. In order to protect himself and raise some
spirits, the mayor told Duane Oswell to get revenge on what has been done by Slater
toward him.
14. Being Conventional
There were five types with the discourse goal to be conventional namely
irony, hyperbole, litotes, simile, and idiom. This discourse goal has the absences of
meiosis, metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor, and personification. There were two
expressions of irony as in smile; one expression of hyperbole which was nobody
paid him a scintilla of attention; two expressions of litotes as in it was not
uncommon to see people trying to read it in the shadow of a building or the corner
of a bus shelter; five expressions of simile as in he looked like a nice boy; and one
expression of idiom which was in one way or another.
Being conventional had simile as the dominant type of figurative language
features. It had five simile expressions, out of 11, indicating this discourse goal. It
was seen in the sentence he looked like a nice boy, supported by context [56].
[56] Case in point, the young man sitting across from him. He looked like a nice
boy, with the reporter’s notebook lying open in his lap. Yet the expression
on the lad’s face…it was as if he were trying to mimic the seriousness of a
television anchorman covering a natural disaster on location. And the
haircut! It looked like it had been performed with sheep shears! No, what the
Trumpet needed was a star. (C56)
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That sentence was expressed to describe the subject he in a common or
reasonable way, in short to be conventional. As Slater applying for a job in the
newspaper company, he brought a reporter style on his look, with tidy clothes and
haircut together with a reporter’s notebook. The word like that indicated simile
conveyed a comparison between Slater’s look at the moment and the real reporter’s
look which was usually nice. By presenting that expression, it did not mean that he
really was a nice boy. It could be that he was not a nice boy. However, by looking
at the descriptions of the clothes, the hair, and the facial expression in which he
looked so nice, it was conventional for people to say he looked like a nice boy as
seen in context [56].
15. Contrasting Differences
Six types of figurative language features had a discourse goal to contrast
differences. They were irony, litotes, metonymy, metaphor, simile, and idiom. Then,
four other types namely hyperbole, meiosis, synecdoche, and personification were
absent in this discourse goal. It had one expression of irony which was “you have
a beautiful day, not a cloud in the sky, and then along comes this little snowstorm,
just minding its own business”; three expressions of litotes as in this was not the
perfect job; one expression of metonymy which was the entire city emptied itself
from offices and classrooms and coffee shops and nail salons and spilled out into
parks and beaches and outdoor cafés so the sunlight could marinate their bodies;
one expression of metaphor which was he was the trickster Loki in disguise; three
expressions of simile as in young men faced with incomparable beauty cannot wash
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it from their minds as easily as older men; and one expression of idiom which was
“take it or leave it.”
There were two types of figurative language features dominantly to contrast
differences namely litotes and simile. Each of them had three expressions out of 10,
indicating to contrast differences. For example, the litotes this was not the perfect
job and the simile young men faced with incomparable beauty cannot wash it from
their minds as easily as older men are to contrast differences, as seen in context [57]
and context [58].
[57] Slater bit his fingernails as he considered the advertisement. This was not
the perfect job, but it wasn’t altogether bad sounding either. In a pinch it
might work. It was definitely worth checking into. (C57)
This was not the perfect job was a litotes because of the presence of the word
not. It denied that the job was perfect. By mentioning that the job was not perfect,
it meant that there was also a perfect job. Thus, the sentence was expressed to
contrast differences between a perfect and imperfect job. In context [57], Slater
thought that being an editor was an imperfect job in which it was considered as a
common job, not an excellent one.
[58] Young men faced with incomparable beauty cannot wash it from their minds
as easily as older men, who have seen these things before and have turned
away so that they can live without regret. (C58)
The simile in context [58] applied as…as in the expression. It presented the
way young men and older men were moving on. Young men had different
characteristic from older men in term of the way they moved on. Therefore, the
expression was used to contrast differences between the young men and the older
men. Young men had the difficulty to move on. The image stuck longer in young
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men’s mind and it was difficult for them to erase it. While older men were easy to
move on. They could easily erase ‘the beauty’ from their mind without regret.
16. Differentiating Groups
There were only three types with a discourse goal to differentiate groups
namely meiosis, metonymy, and simile. This discourse goal had the absences of
irony, hyperbole, litotes, synecdoche, metaphor, idiom, and personification. There
were one expression of meiosis which was silver dollar; eight expressions of
metonymy as in “below Balzac and above Chekhov”; and one expression of simile
which was they’d been separated, like Siamese twins, by a federal judge to prevent
a monopoly.
Metonymy was the dominant type of figurative language features that was
mostly used to differentiate groups. Metonymy had a big contribution to be used to
convey this discourse goal in the novel. It had eight metonymy expressions, out of
10, indicating to differentiate groups. For example, it was seen in the expression
“below Balzac and above Chekhov”, supported by context [59] and context [60].
[59] “Come on, where are you in the great pantheon of literature?” (C59)
[60] “Below Balzac and above Chekhov,” he said finally in a low voice. (C60)
Metonymy implicates related entity that is attached to the subject to refer to
the subject (Akmajian, Demers, Farmer, & Harnish, 2001; Carston, 2012). Thus, in
context [60], Balzac and Chekhov did not refer to themselves, their bodies. Those
names represented their skill in literature. It was uttered to differentiate groups of
their work that was usually put in the library. Their works were the presentation of
their skill. Considering context [59] and context [60], “below Balzac and above
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Chekhov” meant that Balzac was more skillful than him and he was more skillful
than Chekhov. In other words, his skill in literature was between Balzac’s and
Chekhov’s skill.
17. Being Eloquent
Five types of figurative language features had a discourse goal to be
eloquent. They were metonymy, metaphor, simile, idiom, and personification. Five
other types namely irony, hyperbole, meiosis, litotes, and synecdoche were not
found in this discourse goal. This discourse goal had one expression of metonymy
which was the subsequent lawsuits from Coca-Cola; two expressions of metaphor
as in “I’ve got the world on a string”; one expression of simile which was but just
like a recipe for a delicious cake, if you added too much flour, it would taste bad;
four expressions of idiom as in I’m out of ducats; and one expression of
personification which was failure instantly closed the gates of possibility and
snatched new ideas from the precipice, where they were poised to make intuitive
leaps above the abyss.
Idiom was the dominant type of figurative language features that was mostly
used to be eloquent. It had four idiomatic expressions, out of nine, indicating this
discourse goal. It was seen in the expression I’m out of ducats, supported by context
[61].
[61] “I can’t pay for those,” he said finally. “I’m—I’m out of ducats.” (C61)
The idiomatic expression was uttered to explain the speaker’s condition.
Money was a kind of sensitive thing. It was not easy to speak about not having
money or a broke condition to others. People might have bad thoughts or
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judgements toward the speaker if he directly said that he was broke. Another
possible reason not to mention his broke condition was that he was ashamed about
that condition. Thus, the speaker said I’m out of ducats in order to be eloquent, so
that he could be fluent in speech. The meaning of that idiom in context [61] was
that he had no money anymore. It could be found from what he said beforehand that
he could not pay for something.
18. Managing the Discourse
The researcher only found four types with a discourse goal to manage the
discourse namely meiosis, metaphor, simile, and idiom. This discourse goal had the
absences of six types namely irony, hyperbole, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche, and
personification. There were one expression of meiosis which was “in a city of
endless noise”; two expressions of metaphor as in “I think you’re a fox disguised
as a hedgehog”; five expressions of simile as in “it’s like you’re from another
planet”; and one expression of idiom which was “we just opened the kimono.”
Simile was the dominant type of figurative language features, used to
manage the discourse. The researcher found five simile expressions, out of nine,
indicating to manage the discourse. It was seen in the expression “it’s like you’re
from another planet”, supported by context [62].
[62] “You’re all anyone can talk about. The way you’ve turned everything upside
down. It’s like you’re from another planet,” she said, trailing off. Her
perfectly blue eyes glistened like candy. “I always wanted to be a writer.
(C62)
The expression “it’s like you’re from another planet” was a simile
involving the word like. It showed the similarity between you and someone from
another planet. “It’s like you’re from another planet” carried the meaning of
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someone who was extraordinary, different from others, but strangely amazing. It
was kind of a compliment. Therefore, that simile expression was uttered to manage
the discourse. The speaker wanted to have a good and warm conversation. It could
be done by conveying some compliments to the hearer. In short, context [62]
showed a compliment, that was used to manage the discourse, was expressed in a
simile.
19. Being Polite
There were only two types with a discourse goal to be polite namely
metaphor and idiom. Being polite had the absences of eight types namely irony,
hyperbole, meiosis, litotes, metonymy, synecdoche, simile, and personification.
There were one expression of metaphor which was piehole and two expressions of
idiom as in “kick the bucket.”
Idiom was the dominant type of figurative language features that was used
to be polite. It had two idiomatic expressions out of three, indicating this discourse
goal. For example, “kick the bucket” was the idiom used to be polite as seen in
context [63].
[63] “Ah, yes, this is a very interesting company that freezes people after they—
what’s the proper euphemism? — kick the bucket. The idea is to keep you
frozen until advances in reanimation technology are developed.” (C63)
The idiom “kick the bucket” was a fixed form used to be polite as shown in
context [63]. That idiom simply means to die. It was uttered by Milo Magnet to
Slater Brown. They were stranger to each other because it was the first time they
met when they had the conversation in context [63]. It was kind of weird and rude
to mention ‘to die’ in front of a stranger. Thus, “kick the bucket” was mentioned to
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mean dead people were those who were frozen by the company as explained in
context [63], in order to be polite in the conversation.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This final chapter consists of three sections namely conclusions,
implications, and recommendations. The first section is conclusions that presents
the summary of the major findings of the data analysis and the research discussion.
The implications of this study for language teaching or learning are presented in the
second section. The third section named recommendations gives suggestions that
will be beneficial for English learners, English teachers, and future researchers.

A. Conclusions
There are two major conclusions drawn based on the results of the analysis
and the discussion in Chapter IV. First, the researcher found ten types of figurative
language features used in Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant, based on
the discussion of the first research question. They were irony, hyperbole, meiosis,
litotes, metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor, simile, idiom, and personification. The
researcher found 680 figurative expressions in the novel that were dominated by
simile because the writer had tendencies to give extra information, present
comparisons, and show similarities regarding the subject or object of the topic issue.
Then, the grammatical unit that was dominant to present the figurative expressions
in the novel was the sentence level.
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Second, based on the discussion on the second research question, there were
19 discourse goals found in the figurative expressions in the novel which were to
be conventional, to be unconventional, to be eloquent, to be humorous, to protect
the self, to compare similarities, to contrast differences, to emphasize, to
deemphasize, to add interest, to provoke thought, to differentiate groups, to clarify,
to be polite, to get attention, to show positive emotion, to show negative emotion,
to guide another’s actions, and to manage the discourse. However, not all types
always met each discourse goal. There were types that were not found in one or
more than one certain discourse goal. Figurative expressions found in the novel
were mostly used to get attention and guide another’s actions. Then, context has a
very important role to interpret the meaning of figurative expressions.

B. Implications
Figurative language is not always particularly discussed in one discussion
topic of language learning. It is just sometimes mentioned implicitly in a discussion
topic. Thus, the findings of this research are expected to be a reference to learn
figurative language for English learners and to teach figurative language for English
teachers.
This research presents information about the types of figurative language
features. Therefore, it is beneficial for English learners so that they can recognize
the types of figurative language features. It is expected that this research can help
them to recognize that an expression is figurative after knowing the types, so that
they will not interpret it literally. Besides, this research also presents the figurative
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expressions found in the novel. Thus, English teachers can use them as examples to
teach figurative language. Also, it gives a book reference that can be used by the
English teachers as one of the media to teach figurative language. English teachers
and learners can use the research findings to have better understanding and deepen
their knowledge about English figurative language. Then, the findings on the
discourse goals of figurative language features can help them to convey the
messages in communication. It is expected these research findings can be applied
by English teachers and learners in daily communication, so that their language will
be richer, more varied, and meaningful and the messages are successfully delivered
by involving figurative language in communication.

C. Recommendations
It is expected that this research is useful for current practice and future
research. In order to improve the language teaching, learning, and research, the
researcher has some recommendations addressed to English learners, English
teachers, and future researchers. The researcher expects that the recommendations
will give contributions to the improvement of their understanding and success in
English teaching and learning as well as the application of figurative language in
communication, both spoken and written.
1. English Learners
It is better for the English learners to deepen their knowledge on figurative
language to have better understanding about it because figurative language is very
useful and more effective to deliver certain messages. Besides, it is often found in
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the daily communication. In order to be more accustomed with the usage of
figurative language, the researcher recommends that the English learners read the
novel which is Rodes Fishburne’s Going to See the Elephant. This novel contains
numerous examples of the usage of figurative language. The recommendation to
use novel is because the researcher believes that the usage of figurative language
will be understood better if it is used within a broad context such as a story and by
understanding the particular situation or context. The English learners thus will be
able to apply it in their daily use of English. The usage of figurative language within
the novel will be the example for language learners to imitate in their daily use of
English.
2. English Teachers
English teachers have to gain more knowledge about figurative language
and the examples. They have to provide examples of figurative language to explain
the related materials to make them clearer. The teachers need to introduce their
students to a less literal and more nonliteral examples of the language use through
the introduction of figurative language. Teachers can use some excerpts from the
novel to give examples to the students of how to use figurative language in a
conversation, for example, in order to build a more natural and seamless
communication. The ability to use and understand figurative language can be used
as an indicator of successful language mastery.
3. Future Researchers
Figurative language is an interesting topic to discuss because it is often
found and used in the daily communication but many people are still lacking of the
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knowledge of it. Hence, the researcher encourages the future researchers to conduct
researches on figurative language. The researcher realized that there were still many
limitations in this research. This research was limited by only 10 types of figurative
language features and the analysis of the discourse goal. Therefore, future
researchers can explore and discuss more the types such as rhetorical questions,
sarcasm, alliteration, onomatopoeia, and other types of figurative language in other
novels or other subjects. Also, the researcher suggests the future researcher to
analyze the dominant type found in this research which is simile further and deeper
because it is important to have better and deeper understanding about simile since
it is frequently used in the communication as well to make some comparisons or
show similarities between two things. The researcher expects the findings of this
research can inspire and motivate the future researchers to analyze and discuss the
figurative language features deeper. By conducting researches on figurative
language, the future researchers will have broadened knowledge and better
understanding about English figurative expressions that can be applied in the daily
basis as well. Besides, they can share the research findings that can help the readers
to improve their knowledge about English figurative expressions that can be used
in the communication.
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APPENDIX A
The List of Figurative Expressions in the Word Level

No

Word

Figurative Language Types
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P

Page

Line

2.

Elephant

√

Cover
page

-

3.

√

9

3

3.

Twentynine
Faces

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Piehole
Lantern
Heartache
Nethers
City
Smile
Nebula
Shoes
Hair
Backlog
Laptop

√

10
√
√

√

49
53
55
56
101
107
128
155
155
164

√

243

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√

15. Here
16. Shit
17. Scoops

266
272
277

1314
13
15
18
17
8
19
7
8
16
31
2425
22
3
20

Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

113

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification
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APPENDIX B
The Samples of Figurative Expressions in the Phrase Level

No
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Phrase
Going
to
see
the
elephant
Having
sensed this,
having
tasted this,
having
understood
this in the
very fiber
of my being
The city’s
bright
streets, the
shimmer of
water just
beyond the
tallest
building,
the clangor
of
the
cosmopolis
Like
running
through a
museum of
great
paintings
Clots
of
people
Speaking
into
tiny
phones
Like
a
modern-day
Indra’s net

Ir

Figurative Language Types
H Mei L My Sy Mr Si

Id P
√

√

√

√

√
√
√

114

Page

Line

Cover
page

-

2

6-8

2

1617

2

19

2

25

2

26

2

30
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No
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
21.

Phrase
Like legs of
a visiting
giant
Salty
October air
As
if
putting
their fingers
on the pulse
of a ghost
Soaking in
the
downtown
atmospherics
Confidence
of Achilles
circling
Troy
Noisy
fecker
Sour-faced
Like
hot
grease
With
the
weight of a
thousand
steel
hammers
Turning
each breath
into a battle
Turned
upward like
geckos
Unconsciously
holding his
breath
Tiny bed
Little slice
of information

Ir

H

Figurative Language Types
Mei L My Sy Mr Si

Page

Line

3

5

3

12

3

1415

3

19

√

3

2122

√

7

18

8

1

8

18

8

2728

9

2021

10

14

10

1920

√

14

1

√

15

12

Id P

√
√

√

√

√
√

√

√
√

√
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APPENDIX C
The Samples of Figurative Expressions in the Clause Level

No
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

Clause
But just now he
wanted to eat the
city
A city where fate
and luck collide
in an explosion
of destiny
For the world to
see
But that had been
in the special
issue devoted to
dyslexic writers
a
lonely,
predestined
comet on its way
to illuminate the
inky darkness of
the Bay
Because
what
Slater Brown had
identified as bad
writing was not
bad thinking or
bad observation
or bad feeling but
simply bad order
A
manic
telegraph
sending out a
midnight S.O.S
That he was a
fruitcake
Making it look
like a library
bereft of shelves

Ir

Figurative Language Types
Page Line
H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P
√

2

21

3

11

9

11

9

1718

10

1112

11

2-4

√

11

1112

√

11

16

13

6

√
√
√

√

√

√
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No

Clause

10.

With
the
confidence of a
pharaoh handing
down a death
sentence
But it wasn’t
altogether bad
sounding either
As he was tucked
away in the back
and
everyone
else was focused
on the blaring
television above
the bar
An exotic plant
seeking the sun
But these are just
surface secrets
As soon as she
gets to know me
As if a thought
had
suddenly
occurred to him
As soon as he’d
solved the riddle
Where hundreds
of publications
stood staring at
him
like
a
compromised
jury
But this was still
a
city
of
newspaper
And paper on the
top
of
the
watercooler in a
great
leaning
tower of regret

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

19.

20.

Ir

H

Figurative Language Types
Page Line
Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P

√

15

9-10

21

8-9

24

1819

25

2

25

12

√

25

13

√

29

2-3

√

32

1718

√

32

2324

35

4-5

40

2526

√

√

√
√

√

√
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APPENDIX D
The Samples of Figurative Expressions in the Sentence Level

No

Sentence

1.

All good first
sentences have
a kind of
energy
All good first
sentences have
a kind of
sincerity
As
if,
somehow,
we’re
not
reading them
for the first
time
All
great
writing sounds
as
if
one
solitary voice
were behind it,
throwing itself
across
the
chasm
of
eternity
It would be
ridiculous not
to follow suit
A bright red
electric trolley,
passing inches
away, blew the
yellow
notebook out
of
Slater
Brown’s hands
The
buses
whizzing past

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Figurative Language Types
Page Line
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P
√

1

1

√

1

4

√

1

1617

√

2

5-6

2

8

√

2

1112

√

2

28

√
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No

Sentence

8.

He
wrote,
spinning in a
slow
circle,
taking
everything in
like
a
passenger on a
private merrygo-round
He’d been in
San Francisco
for
exactly
forty-seven
minutes
He was the
trickster Loki
in disguise
Tonight
the
talking table,
having finally
found
its
muse,
was
impossible to
ignore
It
vibrated
madly,
sending
up
little
explosions of
dust and pencil
shavings from
the linoleum
floor
Tired
faces
gathered
alongside the
bar
Talking table
told a secret
The very idea
of it beat down
on him

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
15.

Figurative Language Types
Page Line
Ir H Mei L My Sy Mr Si Id P

√

3

8-10

3

1718

7

2

√

8

1516

√

8

1618

8

21

√

8

24

√

8

27

√

√

√
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APPENDIX E
The Samples of Discourse Goals Analysis

13.
14.

Figurative
Language Type
Going to see the elephant Idiom
Elephant
Metaphor
All good first sentences Personification
have a kind of energy
All good first sentences Personification
have a kind of sincerity
As if, somehow, we’re not Simile
reading them for the first
time
All great writing sounds as Simile
if one solitary voice were
behind it, throwing itself
across the chasm of
eternity!
Having sensed this, having Personification
tasted
this,
having
understood this in the very
fiber of my being
It would be ridiculous not Litotes
to follow suit
A bright red electric Personification
trolley, passing inches
away, blew the yellow
notebook out of Slater
Brown’s hands
The city’s bright streets, Hyperbole
the shimmer of water just
beyond the tallest building,
the clangor of the
cosmopolis
Like running through a Simile
museum of great paintings
But just now he wanted to Metaphor
eat the city
Clots of people
Hyperbole
Speaking into tiny phones Meiosis

15.

The buses whizzing past

No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

Expression

Personification

120

Discourse Goal
To be unconventional
To emphasize
To emphasize
To emphasize
To deemphasize

To compare similarities

To guide
actions

another’s

To guide
actions
To guide
actions

another’s
another’s

To get attention

To compare similarities
To be unconventional
To get attention
To guide another’s
actions
To deemphasize
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No
16.
17.
18.

19.

20.

Figurative
Language Type
Like a modern-day Indra’s Simile
net
Like legs of a visiting giant Simile
Expression

He wrote, spinning in a Simile
slow
circle,
taking
everything in like a
passenger on a private
merry-go-round
A city where fate and luck Hyperbole
collide in an explosion of
destiny
Salty October air
Hyperbole

Discourse Goal
To compare similarities
To guide another’s
actions
To guide another’s
actions

To provoke thought
To guide another’s
actions
To show positive
emotion

21.

As if putting their fingers Simile
on the pulse of a ghost

22.

He’d
been
in
San Meiosis
Francisco for exactly
forty-seven minutes
Soaking in the downtown Hyperbole
atmospherics

To clarify

24.

Confidence of Achilles Metaphor
circling Troy

To show positive
emotion

25.

He was the trickster Loki Metaphor
in disguise
Noisy fecker
Metaphor
Sour-faced
Synecdoche

To contrast differences

23.

26.
27.
28.

29.

30.

Tonight the talking table, Personification
having finally found its
muse, was impossible to
ignore
It vibrated madly, sending Personification
up little explosions of dust
and pencil shavings from
the linoleum floor
Like hot grease
Simile

To guide another’s
actions

To be humorous
To show negative
emotion
To show positive
emotion

To get attention

To compare similarities
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APPENDIX F
The Samples of Data with Coding Name “Context”

1.

Context 1

: Going to See the Elephant. (cover page)

2.

Context 2

: The faces at the bar were quiet too, turned upward like geckos,
basking in the muted glow of sporting highlights. (p. 10; ch. 1)

3.

Context 3

: A fleshy black face appeared, framed in the driver’s window.
“Child, you best removing yourself from this thoroughfare.” He
looked up at her. “C’mon now, don’t be a heartache tonight.”
(p. 55; ch. 5)

4.

Context 4

: In March alone, two financial scandals, one dangerous liaison,
a spate of no-bid contracts, and the true identity of a serial
flasher were all the city could talk about. (p. 101; ch. 12)

5.

Context 5

: At the end of lunch the mayor presented Slater Brown with
the “Fine Citizen Award,” which turned out to be a larger
sterling silver bell engraved with the words “Merry Christmas,”
left over from the holiday party for big political donors. As the
mayor shook Slater Brown’s hand he issued a smile so wide
and false it looked physically painful to carry. (p. 107; ch. 12)

6.

Context 6

: Across from the chessboard, almost comically small, was the
red computer. (p. 211; ch. 27)

7.

Context 7

: “It’s not going to make a difference; his landlady said he
hasn’t been home since his girlfriend got crushed by the
laptop.” (p. 243; ch. 32)

8.

Context 8

: All down the boulevard he tapped the driver’s shoulder every
time a particular view, or landmark, or spectacle revealed itself:
the clots of people walking along Montgomery Street, speaking
into tiny phones. (p.2; prologue)

9.

Context 9

: He inhaled the salty October air. (p. 3; prologue)

122
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10. Context 10 : His first nights in the city were spent sleeping in a eucalyptus
grove underneath the stars in the Presidio, which had seemed
like a perfectly reasonable plan until the fog rolled in and made
all his clothes, even his packed ones, smell like sour milk. (p.
16; ch. 2)
11. Context 11 : As Slater sat in TK’s, flipping through the pages of his book,
it dawned on him for the first time how catastrophically bad the
story was. Or if not bad, how simply unfinished. (p. 28; ch. 3)
12. Context 12 : Currently the newspaper was printed on paper so thin it was
not uncommon to see people trying to read it in the shadow of
a building or the corner of a bus shelter—anywhere to keep the
sunlight from bleeding through and running the stories all
together. (p.36; ch. 4)
13. Context 13 : Nevertheless, this single act of munificence was to provide
The Morning Trumpet a safe harbor during economic storms
that were to lash other struggling publications into oblivion
during the next century. To this day, whenever somebody did
something unintentionally helpful at the paper, it was called
“pulling a Hobsgood.” (p. 38; ch. 4)
14. Context 14 : Slater felt the eyes around the table brush his face like a
spotlight. (p. 118; ch. 14)
15. Context 15 : “I SING THE BODY ELECTRIC…THE ARMIES OF
THOSE I LOVE ENGIRTH ME, AND I ENGIRTH THEM;
THEY WILL NOT LET ME OFF TILL I GO WITH THEM,
RESPOND TO THEM, AND DISCORRUPT THEM, AND
CHARGE THEM FULL WITH THE CHARGE OF THE
SOUL!” (p. 124; ch.14)
16. Context 16 : In fact, Maynard Reed had become so interested in the daily
staff meetings that barely one went by when he didn’t show up,
interrupting Motherlove midsentence, in order to exhort them
with a motivational quote—Teddy Roosevelt and Helen Keller
were favorites—while the staff listened politely. (p. 134; ch.
16)
17. Context 17 : The mayor had gained a gastronomical amount of weight since
he’d started gorging himself and there was growing concern he
might slip into a diabetic coma. (p.182, ch. 24)
18. Context 18 : “My guess is something’s happened to trigger a deep reaction
in his psyche. He feels vulnerable. He feels unprotected.” (p.
183; ch. 24)
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APPENDIX G
The Percentage of the Findings on Discourse Goals

Discourse
goal
To
be
conventional
To
be
unconventional
To be eloquent
To
be
humorous
To protect the
self
To
compare
similarities
To
contrast
differences
To emphasize
To
deemphasize
To add interest
To
provoke
thought
To
differentiate
groups
To clarify
To be polite
To
get
attention
To
show
positive
emotion
To
show
negative
emotion
To
guide
another’s
actions
To manage the
discourse
Total

Figurative Language Types
Mei
L
My
Sy
Mr
Si

Ir

H

Id

P

8.70

1.12

0

6.25

0

0

0

1.96

1.28

0

0
0

8.99
0

0
0

0
0

0
3.23

0
0

10.31
2.06

3.92
0.39

2.56
5.13

0
2.22

4.35

5.62

0

0

0

0

6.19

21.57

2.56

11.11

8.70

0

0

6.25

9.68

0

1.03

0.78

3.85

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.03

11.77

0

0

4.35
13.04

0
15.73

0
0

9.38
3.13

3.23
6.45

0
9.09

1.03
6.19

1.18
5.10

1.28
10.26

0
11.11

0
0

3.37
5.62

31.58
15.79

28.13
0

3.23
9.68

9.09
9.09

7.22
9.28

1.96
4.71

6.41
8.97

6.67
11.11

13.04

8.99

5.26

9.38

9.68

27.27

14.43

5.88

3.85

8.89

0
13.04
0

0
7.87
0

5.26
15.79
0

0
15.63
0

25.81
6.45
0

0
9.09
0

0
4.12
1.03

0.39
6.28
0

0
8.97
2.56

0
4.44
0

8.70

14.61

10.53

0

12.90

0

11.34

12.16

3.85

28.89

4.35

6.74

0

9.38

3.23

0

8.25

2.75

8.97

6.67

21.74

11.24

0

6.25

3.23

27.27

5.16

4.31

5.13

0

0

10.11

10.53

6.25

3.23

9.09

9.28

12.94

23.08

8.89

0
100

0
100

5.26
100

0
100

0
100

0
100

2.06
100

1.96
100

1.28
100

0
100
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Abbreviations:
Ir
H
Mei
L

: irony
: hyperbole
: meiosis
: litotes

My : metonymy
Sy : synecdoche
Mr : metaphor

Si : simile
Id : idiom
P : personification

